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Pacific wins Wendy's again

By Bryan Cruz

Sports Editor

N

ebraska is a great team.
We'll probably meet them in
December. (NCAA Final Four)"
said UOP volleyball coach John
Dunning, "We played a lot of
defense tonight.''
They say that the best offense is
a good defense.
' UOP'eapt. ured r.he prestigious
Wendy's Classic by dominating a
field consisting of perennial powers
UCLA, USC and Nebraska last
weekend at the A.G. Spanos Cen
ter.
Pacific defeated Nebraska for
the title.
This is Pacific's fifth win in eight
years . Pacific's Wendy's champion
ship last season marks the fifth
time in seven years that the Classic
titlist has advanced to become the
_lli\tional champion.
Pacific began play Saturday as
the Tigers sank USC easily in
games of 15-1, 15-5, 15-9 to win
"

Brooke Herri ngto� rejoyces after UOP's 3 game win over Nebraska m
·
the Wendy 's Classtc.

Applications are now being acceptedfor editoria
l post.1.wns on The
Paci.fican. Qualifications:

An estimated crowd of over
5,200 was on hand to witness the
champi onship game
against
Nebraska.
Even though the Tigers vanquished the Huskers in straight·
sets, they had trouble doing so.
Pacific systematically beat the

·

(See Wendy's, pageS)
(More on The Classic, pages 10-12)
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Serving away, Liz aert helps power UOP to an easy victory over USC.

Look out-it's Hayfever

·

·

�

full

·

Tales of a twirler

-ability to meet deadlines
-ab!e to spend long �ours immersed in blissful
creativity, listening to
badJOkes and often stck humor
Positions that may be open include Editor in C'ht'e"•
• ' 1Y1a
• ., nagmg
Ed.1tor, product'wn lYlan
•s ager, Entertainment Edito
r and p,.,o ductron
Crew members.
.
Appl�c�tions are available in The Pacijican
offfice, ASUOP, or the
Chap/am s fftce. They may be turned in at1the Chaplain 's
office by
4
•

the match, advancing to the cham

pionship match versus Nebraska
wh� skunked UCLA in resounding
strrught games.
UCLA played USC for
third
lace
Sunday and defeated the
p
mexperienced Trojans in straight
sets.
"They're having their troubles,"
stated Dunning on USC.
The USC team featured a team
primarily composed of freshmen.
Since the beginning of the season,
Southern Cal has lost the bulk of
its success, that being four starters
including All-American candidate
Yvonne Lewis and setter Kathy
Rich.

Scenes seen at UOP
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Oshtory relates terror of highjacking

In the news...

By Mary Raffetto

Apple Computer awards "Wheels for the Mind"

Guest Writer

Apple Computer invites students, faculty and staff affiliated with
coUeges and universities throughout the U.S. to compete for Apple's
"Wheels for the Mind" awards and $50,000 of prize money,
The awards will honor individuals associated with institutions of
higher education who have developed outstanding educational
applications that run on Apple computers and that are currenrly in use
in at least one school.
En tries will be accepted in the categories of: In Class Instruction,
Teaching Tools, Study/Research Tools, and Development Tools.
Entries must be received by February 2 8, 1987. For official submission
form and guidelines write to: "Wheels for the Mind Awards," Apple
Co mputer, Inc., 20525 Mariani Avenue MS 23-E, Cupertjno, CA

95014.
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Students invited to scuba for units

All those interested in the Biology Department's course and trip to
Cozumel, Mexico January 2 -11 are urged to come to an informational
meeting tomorrow, Friday, November 2 1 in Rm. 205 of the
Classroom Building at 8:30 p.m. There will be a slide presentation on
diving in this coral reef environment. Two units of credit for the
course are available through Lifelong Learning. Scuba diving and
Marine Biology will be taught. Total cost will be $926.
Placement Centftr offers employment leads

More jobs are availa ble in the Career Planning and Placem�nt
Center. Positions include: Accounting Assistant at $5.00/hr., Cash1er
at $5.00/hr., Wine Tasting Clerk at $4.00/hr., and Christmas Helpers
at various salaries. See Jo Wagnet in the Placement Center for further
details.
·

Schildt to be President of NODA

t advising at
Yvon ne Schildt, coor dina tor of orientation and stude�
the University of the Pacific, has �n elected pr�s,dent �f the
le m the
National Orientation Directors Assocmtwn. She was mst
m Fort
mg
meet
nal
natio
two-year position in October at NODA's
Wo rth, Texas.
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UOP staff �e'?b �r
Schildt a NODA mem ber sinc e 1977 and a
zatl?n s
since I97 has served for three years as director of the orgaru
Mic.h.,
oo,
maz
Kala
nine regio s NODA which is headquartered in
ation
educ
er
high
587
t
esen
has more t an 1 2
members who repr
'
i nstitutions.
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Thanksgiving, International dinners open to all

� ��
.

rnatiOnal

s Inte
An international dinn er, spo nso red by UOP'
e
vem r 2.
N
day,
�
Satur
St udents Association will take place on
e
ta
various countnes an W1
•

dinner will feature exotic dishes from
available
P lace at the Pacific Club. Tickets for the event are $7 and are
46.
2
on, call 946-2
at the Bec
htel Center. For more informati

tr: � ��:
�

Tournament a success

:

.
d hi h school
t u
Last weekend, a total of appr?xim.ately
Hi h School
stu dents participated in the U�ve�stty o t e
-Douglas
coln
Lin
Forensics Tournament. Competmg m e�e�ts such
S9 high
e
wer
nts
eve
debate, team debate and various indivtdual
SCh ools.

Correction:
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ee
. The Pacijican apologizes for t�e erro rs p �ted la
l
be
81&n- up
will
ps
u
.
s
en's rush. Stgn-

rw

for wom
bnng a �n, a ch�k
December 3 in the UC Theatre at 6 p.m. Please
h lleruc Co c ,
f or
Pan
P
$10 to cover rush f ees (made out to UO
east two am Y
at
of
bers
num
anct the names, addresses and phone
for personal references.
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eptember's hijacked Pan
Am jumbo jet in Pakistan is
an event which will never be
forgotten, especially by Faraidoon
Oshtory, who survived that event.
"I see them every night," he told
the standing-room-only audience
at UOP in his first public-speaking
engagement.
The nightmares which still haunt
him are part of the reason he is
under the treatment of psycholo
gist Roger Quillen, who accom
panied Oshtory during his World
on Wednesday presentation.
Quillen advised anyone held in a
hijacking to do only what is com
manded. By showing more cooper
ation than that, he said, people
indicate to their captors that they
are submissive.
Oshtory agreed, advising that no
one make eye contact with, or try
to talk with, their captor. One man
on the Pan Am flight with his
toddler son tried to be friends with
one of the gunmen. He and his son
were among the frrst to be killed.
Saying he is still confused about

why all this had to happen, Osh
tory asked how people could smile
while killing other human beings.
Oshtory recommended that a
government policy be adopted for
the execution of hijackers 72 hours
after their arrest. The plan, he said,
would give authorities time to learn
who was behind the attack, while
discouraging future hijacking at
tempts.
Since the incident, Oshtory has
been surprised and disappointed in
the Pakistan government's down
play of the event. They reported
only 25 deaths; he is sure there
were close to 100.
Though the threat of hijacking is
terrifying, Oshtory did not advise
that people stop traveling.
"There is nothing to be fright
ened of. What has to happen will
happen," he said.
A native of Bombay, India, now
living in Stockton, Oshtory was on
his way back to his homeland to
visit his ill father when the incident
occured.
"Don't let it get in the way of
your traveling to. see people you
love," said Oshtory. "Life is not
worth living if you're frightened."

"Take a few tips from a pro, as
they say," he advised his audience,
"If you are traveling alone, make
friends with at least one other
person on the plane."
Having helped one young wo
man to endure and escape their
captivity, he said that just holding
hands is reassuring to both.
Also, he encouraged travelers to
choose airports and airlines with
good security records "Pan Am
should be good...now," he said.
Oshtory captivated the audience
as he recalled the details of the
terrifying event. After boarding the
plane bound for the United States
at 6 a.m., the terrorists forced the
400 passengers into the center of
the plane.
Cramped and frightened for 7
V2 hours, he held hands with the
young woman he had befriended.
Finally, passengers were allowed to
use the bathrooms and return to
their seats.
The electrical power was deplet
ed by 9:45 that night, and the lights
went out in the cabin. In blackness,
passengers were again forced to the
center of the plane.

Oshtory and hi� friend took
cover beWnd seats, but his legs
would not fit and stuck out into
the aisle. Suddenly, "there was
screaming and shooting," he said.
"These guys didn't care. They just
kept firing."
"I felt a hot searing pain in my
legs," Oshtory said. Later, 16
pieces of shrapnel were found in
his legs and chest. He was lucky.
"I guess the guy behind me was
blown to bits," Oshtory said.
Seeing an open exit, Oshtory
grabbed his friend's hand and they
ran for the door. The pain in his
legs made him unable to keep up
with her. Falling to the pavement,
he told her to go on without him.
"Just then, I remembered that I
have a wife and kids back here in
the United States," he said.
He got up and ran again.
"You get strength, believe me.
You get 10 times the strength you
have normally."
The gunfire continued and the
girl was shot three times in the
shoulder before she escaped.
Following her, he says, "I made a
dash to the terminal. l made it."

Council committed to
children's education
By Patty Fello w s

·

Assistant News Editor

N

'

ever have so few, done so
much for so many, with so
little." This statement is used to
summari� the work of CEC chap
.
ters across the nation.
Exceptional
for
Council
Children (CEC), an international
organization with over 50,000
members in the United States, is a
professional group which supports
the education of exceptional (han
dicapped and gifted) children .
Founded in 192 2 as a non-profit
organization, CEC has worked to
expand the body of special
education knowledge, and to en
sure that each exceptional child has
access to skilled educators and to
the resources needed for a quality

.

.
education
San Joaquin County cnapter
of CEC is comprised ·of over 150
teachers, parents, and admjnjstAt
ors. Together, they wpi'k with the
2S members of University of the
Pacific's own student chaJ)ter of
c:Et.

-

"The two chapters are closely
associated," says Bob MacMillan,
advisor of Pacific's CEC student
chapter. "It's beneficial for the
young students to hang out with
teachers and administrators, and
make contacts in the field. It also
helps the county members to meet
the young students and share their
enthusiasm. It's a case where the
Whole is greater than the two

parts."

Activities sponsored by this joint
organization have included the
performance of the Pickle Family
Circus at Oak Grove Regional
Park in October, and a conference
focusing on Assault Response
Training, a special need for indivi
duals who work with students with
inappropriate behaviors.
One of CEC's activities on cam
pus which may be more widely
known is the unique fundraiser
"Dollars for Points." To foster the
efforts of the San Joaquin County
and UOP chapters, supporters
sponsor Tiger football aames and
contribute SlO for each point�
rsee

CEC, page 10)

Before his debate, Darrif Roberts,
Fresno, prepares some of his notes.

trom

Hoover High
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A season,

By Robyn Gillon
Staff Wr•te;

A

s the holiday season ap
proach es, Thanks giving
brings a time of family gathering,
festivities, and turkey eating.
Newman House will join Chap
lin Gary Putnam in a unique
Thanksgiving service in Morris
Chapel on Thursday, November

20.

Newman House is an outreach
of the Catholic Church to the
campus community. It involves
staff, students, faculty and alumni

and reason, to give thanks

in activities.
"We wish to bring to them the
richness of the Catholic (Church)
tradition from which the very con
cept of a University springs,"
stated Fr. Raymond F. Kennedy,
the director of Campus Ministry
and an adjunct professor in the
Department of Religion here at
UOP.
Newman House also runs their
own food and clothing drives
during Advent as well as during
lent. "There is a special purpose
for a group of this type! especially

on a campus like this. We strive to
promote understanding and coop
eration among Christians and bel
ievers of all religions," stated
Kennedy.
Newman House continually of
fers activities that are always open
to the campus community.
Once a year, the Catholic Cam
pus Ministry, or Newman House,
invites everyone from the campus
coMmunity for a "spaghetti fee
d." This event is always held on
the day before lent.
During the first week of each

Lent. "There is a special purpose
conununilY for a spaghetti feed
Com m unity for a "spaghetti
feed." This event is always held on
During the frrst week of each
semester, Newman House holds an
open house to all of th� Uni
.
versity commuruty. From t1me to
time they also sponsor activities
such as films, speakers, and videos
all dealing with the social pro
blems of interna tional rela
tions and the campaigns for jus
tice and peace across the world.
vices held in the Newman House

tV RSITY CEN
TER
T EATRE

Chicken pox makes an appearance on campus
By Mary Alvnn E'Golf
Staff Writer

A

n unwelcome guest hit UOP
two weeks ago in the form
of chicken pox. Nine students were
reported with chicken pox, a highly
communicable disease caused by a
virus.
An outbreak

of this disease

usually occurs every three to four
years and, "hopefully we've had
ours," said Melanie Woods, a
Registered Nurse at Cowell Health
Center.
Chicken pox is characterized in
its beginning stages by a mild
headache and moderate fever. This
occurs after the third week of
exposure. There is also a feeling of

tiredness and bothersome itching.
The fever will usually start 24 to 36
hours before the skin breaks out in
macules (bumps or lesions), which
fill with fluid.
According to Woods, most college students are 90 to 95 percent
immune to chicken pox after age
18. There isn't much need for
worry about catching the disease.

�

This holiday se�n,
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\\"e call tt the Macintosh "U"Tile Stuff'

bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because

when YOU buv a �1acinlt)Sh "\\'rite Stuff"
� ·bundlelbefur� January 9. 1987. you'll receive
a bundle of extras-and saYe $250.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a �\acintosh
Plus. ymi'll also get an Image \X"ritern1 II

your notes mto the clearest. most letter

perfect papers you ever turned out. And

turned in on ttme.

What's more . there's a �1acintosh
Support Kit filled with valuable accessones
and computer care products from 3�1. •
Complete with all the things you need to

J

keep your Macintosh running long after

college better. faster, and smarter. Stop in
see
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GET YOUR 1987
CALENDAR
AUTOGRAPHED
FRIDAY 12 TO 1

Receive the Macintosh support kit free with a retail value of $50.
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COME AND
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Save $100 off the combined price of a Macintosh and Image Writer II.
Receive a free copy of Maclightning with a retail value of $100.
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us for more information
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Let us show you how to get through

and
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you've graduated.

printer. the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs. charts. and
illustrations.
Plus. you'll get MacLightning.
the premier spelling checker con
taining an 80,000 word dictionary

CALENDAR

1987

thesaurus. medical or legal dictionaries.
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processmg software. you can transform

U'T'ile extras.

9
OR S2

COME AND MEET
"THE MEN OF THE

get the"Write St¢f"
at the n t pnce.

Now you can get the competiti\·e
edge when cla�es begin in january. With a
Macintoshf\1 personal computer, and all the

UE
WED
ASU

Students should not be alarmed
if they are exposed to chicken pox.
People are usually able to continue
activities, but should be careful of �
others who may be exposed to
them. If someone feels that they
might have chicken pox, they
should go to the Health Center to
The Interesting Hall Mary caused UPBEAT to add lbree extra
be diagnosed.
showings.
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lCRoss the natton
�

-- U!"beknown st �o each
other, public college presidents -normally a decorous bunch of
.
people -- m a number of states last
week r�sort� to "last ditch" b ar_ g
nsto�ng tnps, splashy lobbym
med�a events and postures of
ou�nght defiance to convinve state
legts ators not to impose wh�t the
_
prestdents say will be a rumous
new round of budget cuts.
:rexas Alaska, Idaho, Indiana,
�
Wtsconsm, Montana, Alabama,
Utah, Iowa, and Missouri, among
other states, have recently - or are
about to - cut the amount of
money they give to their public
colleges.
And their college administrators, claiming six years of federal
budget cuts already have forced
them to cut their operations to the
bone, are warning that new state
budget cuts will force them to take
drastic measures.
They say they will have to close
some academic departments, cut
back on student services, raise
tuitions and maybe even merge
with other colleges.
"It's close (to squeezing blood

g 'inspiring" students said Rev.
Jesse Jackson

tudent Unity meeting
at Penn last week '
i
D
mee
tmg
e
th
t
the
g
1960 forending of the Student
n
�
Jike
.
Nonviolen
.
c ommntee, which
helped propel the ctvt
co ordinatmg
· -1 nghts
mo ve ment.
Aurora U. student Cicel y Killingsworth said the
500-student
g "let us know we are not alone."
eetin
m
B ut Penn Black Student League President Conrad Tll
I ard com•R•ned the Penn's refusal to let security
p uw •
officials search students
at the door caused Muslim leader Louis Farrillch
an to cance1 his
ap pearance.
.
"
1
The refusa was a VIrulently, vehemently racist move,"
he said.
·

t

the 1986 fiscal year, comp ared to $94 million last year, Secretary
william Bennett announced.
Bennett att�ibuted the i�prove ment to help from the Internal
.
Rev enue Servtce, whtch th1s year began withholding overdue loan
from
defaulter
s' tax refunds.
payments

Stu�ents more 'conservative' about premarital sex, drugs, politics.

three

The Stmmons Market Research Bureau poll also found American
Collegians spend a total of $20 billion for tuition, room and board $5
billion for textbooks, and another $20 billion a year for "items 'not
directly related to school" like movies, clothes and fuel.

extra

athon Oil 'divests

' from University of Wyoming. The firm
Mar
owned by USX, said it would no longer award grants and scholarship
to students at schools that, in turn, couldn't hold USX stock because it
has ope rations in South Africa.
The Wyoming grant, worth $50,000, was the first to be cancelled.
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--Richard Bowen
flring 58 people, disbanding the
men's wrestling and the women's
golf teams, and dropping the econornics degree program, among
others.
Some state college officials began fighting back with some unusal histronics last week.
University of Wisconsin System
President Kenneth Shaw tried to
make the point by saying budget
cuts that

USTIN, TX (CPS) -- Three

enterprising University of
Texas students have started a con
dom-delivery service in and around
their Austin campus.
Despite the problems another
student condom service encounter
ed at Harvard, the UT students
hope to franchise their idea called "The Protection Connec
tion" - to other campuses around
the country.
It is, says partner Christopher
Bray, ''the perfect student busi
ness."
"Everyone dreams about start
ing their own business," adds Sid
Graef, who along with classmate
Christian Taylor, composes the
rest of the company. "Everyone
wants the feeling of success."
They're �ounting on students
having other kinds of dreams, too.
Everybody's going to be sexually
active at some point, so they may
as well be protected," Graef ex

University of Oklahoma lawyer Kurt Ockershauser officially cleared
the way for campus radio station KGOU to raise money by sel11ng free

records it got as promotions to the public.
While most record companies prohibit the reselling of promo
records, Ockershauser issued an opinion that "records given to OU
are state property.''

Students at the University of Arizona will get to take "History of
Hell." a look at "hell's intellectual and philosophical origins in
antiquity, starting aroUfld 7B.C." next semester .

Three Cal State editors defy ban of political endorsements. Papers
at Humboldt State, Long Beach State and Fullerton all published

endorsements last week, despite university regulations - upheld by a
in September - prohibiting the state-funded papers from
participating in partisan state politics.
Humboldt State has demoted two editors in the last two years for
taking similar stands, but paper advisor Howard Seemann says there'll

court

have

forced

campus-

within the first year, Business Week Careers magazine reported.
_
The most common reasons: "failure to fit in," a misunderstandmg
of the grad's qualifications, "bad chemistry with your boss," and
office politics.

Trying to "stimulate discussion" of terrorism, University of

pus.
Bray says the phone

staff
Wisconsin-LaCrosse dorm residents staged a "mock raid," held
them
from
$50
ed"
"extort
members hostage for two and a half hours,
to the
before setting them free, and, in a fmal gesture, donated the $50
local Red Cross.
the money
But last week the Red Cross chapt er said it may return
it's "A
ined,
expla
riggen
because Red Cross Chairman Tom Zurb
scale or
of
dless
regar
ism,
terror
to
dis servi e to have (our) name linked
intent."

ringing within 30 minutes.
The campus Health Center soon
bestowed legitimacy on the flrm.
The idea was never accepted at
Harvard last year, when six fresh
men started "Spermbusters." It
lasted only "several days,'' says
Darius Zoroufy, one of the student
backers of the Harvard experi
ment.
"It was deemed to be in bad
taste unofficially by the school
administrators," Zoroufy says. "It
was something they didn't want
operating on campus."
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Ice Ar�n� is
This coupon when presented at the Oak Park
PAID adm1ss1on.
good for one FREE ADMISSION with one

offer good at Rico's Pizza

ONOAY NIT�
NOW WATCHUM
.•�
FOOTBALL ON OUR TWO TV S
Ill'
ER (WITH COUPON)
$[OO OFF y·ouR_ FAVDBITE PITCH
.

Good until Dec. 31, 1986

Any 14" Medium or
11" LM1e Pizzi.
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M�;�h Lane

$2

In Oak Park
(Near W. Alpine & California
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Any 24" Family or 26" Party Pizza.
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Lunch Buffet
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frrst time ever this fall, but only
under the stipulation the dorms
don't promote or advertise their
availability.
Nevertheless, some ideas die
hard. Harvard's Spermbusters
may begin anew.
"We have thought of reviving
it," Zoroufy says. "We are
looking at a few different ways of
making it legal.
If and when the business rises
again, Zoroufy resolves Spermbus
ters
will
keep
its
motto,
"Guaranteed to come before you
do."

Call

re by
Michael Drohan quit in protest of a campus lectu
n contras for
gua
ara
c
"
Nt
to
Duemlmg, who oversees "non-1ethal" ell'd
.
the State Dept.

SAVE WITHTHIS COUPON
Exp1res Dec . 11

Harvard prohibits students from
operating businesses out of dorm
rooms, a spokeswoman at the
Dean of Students' office says. She
declined further comment on the
subject, saying is would be
"inappropriate."
"Yeah, there is a rule about
that," Zoroufy admits. "We
decided it wasn't worth it to risk
(disciplinary action). We were ad
vised not to continue."
A lot of schools are nervous
about dispensing contraceptives.
Indiana University dorms, for ex
ample, are selling condoms for the

Advertising
Representatives

s visit. Rev·
Duquesne University officials resign over lecurter'
Robert

:h�c.\�rl' Rico's
: DINNER
:\FOR
FOUR

discouraging -- if not downright
impossible- to cope," he says.

Is Now Accepting Applications for

_

.......... •••
•••-•••

year.
Adds Hines, "this is affecting
lives all over." "It's a very difficult
spiral to break, and we're right at
. the point where it's most

The Pacifican

�

•
•
•
•-•••

•

started

mpensa
North Carolina State says it will give dorm residents 5 c�
g of the
tion for each piece of room fur�ture delayed at the begmnm
5emester.
.
.
the Thonet
prom pted by late dehvenes by
In all, the give back
Industries- could cost NCSU $9,500.
much from its
But NCSU, in turn, promises to withold that
payments to Thonet.

RICO'S

its, and higher education suffers
for it," concurs Corina Eckl of �e
National Conference of State Legislatures.
Last year, she says, 21 states
increased their college budgets
more than ten percent. This year
only seven states did. And now
some of those seven states, short of
money, are asking colleges to cut
their budgets in the middle of the

ranging from $5 to $20.
Bray says the idea arose last
month when one of the partners
happened to mention the Japanese
tradition of selling contraceptives
door to door. Graef got enthusias
tic enough about the idea to print
flyers and post them around cam

One in ten students leave first jobs after graduation. Ten percent of
the new grads are either fired or "strongly encouraged to resign"

.

four state-supporte d colleges
went on a highly publicized
"barnstorming tour" of six cittes
to plead their case for more funding.
"We were given a good hearin�,'' reports Idaho State President
Richard Bowen. "The minds are
more open" to college funding
needs.
Purdue and Indiana universities,
rivals in virtually everything, have
been jointly wining and dining
legislators at "breakfast, lunch and
dinner" to try to win more funreports
Vice
Purdue
ding,
President Dr. John Hicks.
The Faculty Senate at Utah
State, meanwhile, voted flatly to
refuse to join the administration's
mandated effort to cut an extra six
percent off this year's budget in
order to absorb the state funding
decline.
Northern Iowa's administrators
were so upset by state budget news
two weeks ago that they bought an
ad protesting state education funding "stinginess" in the Des Moines

Register newspaper.
"The governor believes the maney spent on this ad would be better
spent on student education," Dick
Vohs, Gov. Terry Branstad's press
secretary, replied angrily. The halfpage ad cost $2,050.
But few expect the state funding
cuts to stop any time soon, if only
because stat� in the energy and
farm regions don't have more
money to give to their colleges.
"Many states are battling defic-

plains.
So during most evenings and
early morning hours, Protection
Connection delivers direct to lo
vers' rooms six to 12 condoms or
contraceptive sponges for prices

probably be no punishment this time.

�

"The minds are more open
to college funding needs."

es t��urn students away "make me
cry.
The presidents of Idaho's

Birth control delivered to your door

Best new student group of the week: At Maryland, the student
government funded the 200-member SAINT (Students Against
I ntellingent Nonterrestrials).
SAINT originally asked for $4 billion in funding, mostly to develop
a p article-beam weapon to fight aliens, plus $4,900 for a barbeque, but
got only $1 to buy matches.
President Eric Celarier won't give up. "We'll hit them over the head
with beer bottles if that's what it takes."

i

3

"The perfect student business"

�
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The compan� tha makes "Lazer Tag" has started a 16-college
national champ10nsh1p tourney, culminating in a fina! show down on
Dece mber 3 in Los Angeles.
Members of the winning team get free trips to MTV's New Year's
Eve party in New York.

EET
FTHE

out of a turnip)," says University
of Alaska President Dr. Donald
O'Dowd, whose school has had to
slash spending by 35 percent over
the last several months. "Alaska's
state revenue has been cut in half
the last eight months."
When Utah didn't collect as
much in taxes as it had planned, it
ordered all state agencies_ including colleges - to slash their budgets. At Weber State, . it meant

!

u.s. Dept of Education says 1986 default rate improved dramatical
ly. The department collected $229 million in overdue student loans in
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Older generation
senile on apathy
Dear Editor:

Students at UOP arc constantly
being called apathetic. Faculty
members and administrators re
member the political activism of
the 60's and 70's and wonder why
students never demonstrate any
more. They ask, "Don't students
get excited about anything any
more?"
Obviously, the uninformed peo
ple who ask this question haven't
been in the right places at the right
times. For example, if they could
see the excitement that a new Jetta
generates, their view would with- ·
out doubt change. If they'd been
with me the other day in the library
and witnessed the girl who had just
become the proud owner of a
brand new, shiny, black Jetta
come screaming in to tell all her
friends, and of course everyone
else on that floor, about it, and
then seen the impassioned reaction
of everybody trooping out to
"ooh" and "aah" over this new
purchAse, they would've seen that
their claims are false . The excite
ment was overwhelming. An event
such as the purchase of a new car
rouses and invigorates students.
How can anyone in their right

mind claim that UOP students
don't get excited about anything?
Another thing these slanderers
have missed is the heady excite
ment that a party brings. Dancing
and drinking, and drinking and
dancing . . . there' s certainly no
apathy here. Students become en
thused and exhilarated. And the
intensity is only increased when it
comes to drinking. Drinking is a
wonderful example of the lack of
apathy at UOP, for the excitement
is lasting. I have seen few, if any,
signs of apathy either before, in the
anticipation stage, during the ac
tual drunken state or after, in
the "wasn't-it-great -I-was-soooo
drunk" stage. The energy exhibited
in all three stages is truly touching.
And people have the gall to say
that UOP students don't care
about anything?
It's obvious these ignorant, old
fashioned, close-minded people
still think that all that is important
in life is upholding your morals
and standing up for what you
believe. Oh - the silly, older
generation . . . but what can you do
about them?

Dara Kretschmer

'

When I ftrst learned of the
parking fee j wnping from $5.00 to
SSO.OO, I nearly choked.
So, to avoid paying the fee, I
ride my bike or get dropped off at
school . Since the beginning of the
Fall semester, I have driven to
school very few times. To avoid a
ticket from Public Safety when I
do drive, I park on Stadium Drive
whenever I am lucky enough to
snag that parking place that has
been the home of a tarp-covered
car for 3 weeks, or I usually park
on Dwight Way.
The last time I parked on
Dwight Way, I was surprised to see
a woman place containers of lea
ves, branches and lawn clippings in
the road to block off the space in
front of her house.
"I have to do it! We are building
a new fence and need the space
available," she volunteered. She
then asked 'Why does everybody
park here now? Are all of the
parking lots full?" "No, they're
not full," I answered. I told her
about the new parking fee, and
how I felt $50.00 was a lot of
money to pay to park on campus,
and that it already cost too much
to go to UOP.
She then told me that her hus
band said other campuses charged

Pacific Talks

on a strong greek system on this
campus. Our image will reflect

"Responsible Drinking" editorial
printed in the last issue of The
Pacifican. As president of the
Interfraternity Council, I have
nwnerous responsibilities. One of
them is the image and longevity of
f{aternities on this campus. l
brought up the issue this year of a
drier mens' rush. Although l
strongly believe in this issue, I am
not the only one fighting for this
issue. Nation-wide the greek sys
tem is becoming more aware of
alcohol misuse. I can safely cite
that over eighty percent of all
campuses nation-wide have a dry
rush program; may it be all dry
rush or close to 50 percent of dry
functions. Also, programs such as

upon the non-greek students, fa

This

Pa rki ng fees c a u se
resi d e nti a l pa rki n g
Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

as much as $ 1 50.00 to park. I
�huddered at the thought of paying
$ 1 50.00 to park at UOP.
I spent most of the day thinking
about what the woman had said,
and decided to compare parking
fees of other campuses. I found
that UOP's parking fee was com
parable, and many times quite a bit
less than other campuses. Stan
ford, for instance, charges $ 100.00
and USC charges $ 1 87.00 a year
for parking.
I also thought about how conc
erned the woman was over unfamil
iar cars being parked in front of
her home throughout the day. I
know how upset my family gets
whenever friends of neighbors
park cars in front of our house,
and we have to park one of our
cars, unwatched, down the street.
After weighing the pros and
cons, I decided that $50.00 is not
an unfair parking fee, but that it is
unfair to fill surrounding residenti
al areas with cars throughout the
day. I hope that other students and
faculty will feel the same as I do,
and either buy a sticker to park on
campus, or keep looking for that
tarp-covered car to come alive and
move out of its home on Stadium
Drive.

letter is in response to the

BACCHUS and SADD have
stemmed from students in the
greek system.
I know that many students are
aware of the alcohol awareness
movement. You may ask, "That's
great for them, why do we have to
get involved?" In addressing main
ly the greeks, student life is based

"Some

cases have resulted

in

tbe loss of a chapter. ''

-Eric Zimmerman
dry rush. The fraternities have a lot
to learn from this and the attitude
of focusing on a successful rush
instead of one that focuses on a
drug.
One issue that concerns me the
most that was vaguely brought up
in the last issue of The Pacifican,
and that is of liability insurance. A
common response that came up in
the discussion of a dry rush in IFC
was that it is only a fad we are
going through. This may be true,
but it is a very costly fad . the price

_

�

�

This includes drunk driving and
drunk & disorderly condu�:t. Some
fraternities across the nation are
getting indicted in civil cases due to
the carelessness of basin g their rush
parties on alcohol. Som e cases
have resulted in settlements of
millions of dollars and some have

. resulted in the loss of a chapter·
cases against a fraternity can be
much more complex due to the age

,,f the

student drinking at a frater

nity party. If this is a so called
"fad " it sure is influencing the
juror on cases against fraternities.
With these strong facts presen
ted, I don't see the logic from
conducting a very wet rush? Sure

�

neighborhood

Dear Editor:

The new parking system certai
nly has impacted on neighboring
streets, and the administration was
certainly unrealistic to imagine that
this would not be so. It is UOP
policy rather than individual choi
ces that is upsetting the neighbors.
lbree reasons account for num
bers of people refraining from
buying new parking permits. First,
some are not cooperating with the
system on principle. Stockton is
not a large metropolitan area
where high parking fees are part of
life in a cosmopolitan environ
ment. Hence, it is irrelevant to be
advised that Dental School emplo
yees pay large monthly fees to
park. They live in San Francisco.
We do not.
Secondly, some simply cannot
buy the permits due to the cost
factor. It is unconscionable to
advise people who earn salaries on
the clerical or para-professional
level that they should think of the
good of the whole rather than their
own fmancial situations. Many of
these employees are single heads of
households for whom additional
costs, however low, are virtually
impossible. Such employees should
not ever be asked to pay to park at
their jobs.
Lastly, the matter of security is a
crucial one. Employees and stu
dents walking to faraway lots after
5 p.m. in the dark are subject to
danger. Was the issue of risk ever
raised when the new parking
scheme was discussed? I wonder
what the administration will think
when the first attack occurs. Can
anyone blame a female student or
employee for trying to find a
parking spot on a nearby street?

Sally M. Miller
Professor of history

Was Hail Mary worth all

Kirk Bailey

Review doesn 't stea l s potl i g ht
Dear Editor:

For any reviewers' impressions
to be credible above the opinions
expressed by the audience in the
lobby after the performance, they
must first distinguish themselves
with objective and quantitative stat
ements of worth . Devin Patrick's
review, or better, opinion (Nov.
1 3, 1 986) on the Fall Studio Dance
Concert is as removed from hard
line criticism as Deuce Coupe by
Twyla Tharp is from a little shuffle
to a wind up victrola.
Patrick states early in his article
that his review is based on an
evening of informal dance works.
"No elaborate costumes, no spe
cial sets or lighting, just a lot of
students and faculty members hav
ing fun and impressing the audi-

ence." But his insight stops there.
Banalties such as "cute" and
"wonderful" express his almost
fained enthusiasm for Halloween
Hoppin' - a piece performed by
eight girls, ages four to seven,
whose "energy," he says, "more
than made up for their lack of
ability. " To say that a five year old
lacks the physical virtuosity of,
say, a seven year old, in her
interpretation of movement, de
feats the purpose of children's
creative dance, which is to heighten
sensitivity to rhythm and move
ment. You see, children, unlike
Mr. Patrick, understand the vitali
ty and exuberance of creative
dance and care little for codified
technique.
Mr. Patrick gushes both his
·

I'm glad it was shown and
that everyone could see it. I think
it's a shame that people made such
afuss and that's why people saw it.

one , " have never entered the
lexicon of legitimate dance review.
They belong to the glossy approval
of sideshows and circus acts.
Reading Mr. Patrick's opihion
made me wonder where I had
when reviewers, as such, had
allowed to ponder.

Ali Aizaabi
Electrical Engineering
Freshman
A lot of people are talking

I wou/dn 't have stayed more
than five minutes if it wasn 'tjor all
the controversy.

about this movie. I thought
it was
a good movie. It would have
been
better in English.

Lana Roeder

Ubenl Studies
I don 't think it was worth the
controversy. The arguments
against it were not valid because it
is highly symbolic and was not
meant to be taken literally.

approval and denigration of
certain pieces with the same hack·
neyed consideration for diction as
.
most use to make out a shoppmg
list. The page may as well have
been left blank rather than com·
ment that a piece is "pretty good"
or " performed quite well. "
Some o f the sentiments h e uses
such as "stole the spotlight" or
" [He] deserves a hand for th�

the controversy and publicity?

Kim Crain
Business
Junior

Business
Sophomore

Sophomore

--·····
.

Parking upsets

Janet Yarborough

• • •

culty, and administration. If this
image is strongly centered around
alcohol, this states a very weak,
insecure set of values. I feel that
the Sorority system has realized
this and thus made a mandatory

fraw:for liability insurance for a

fraterru
•cat
y
Man
astrononu
nity is
_ ....:. -ng
bei
onl
comm
are
es
ty polici
7
.
revoked and denied nat1o.n-�de
because of irresponsible drinking.
The minimum coverage that a f�a!
emity on this campus has to have IS
$500,000 . This mini� um � ay
change in the future due to drin 
ing related instances. Any fraterru
ty is responsible for all the people
that come out drunk from a party.

Ted Vincent
.
Piano Performance
Sophmore

I didn 't understand it. The
part I've seen wasn 'I that bad. I
didn •t stay to see the end.

- - - --
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Views on Editor's resig
nation D o ct or p ra i se s · h ea lth / fit n es s

aey Now !
)3ver since I've j oined the staff

U g ht s

The

Pacifican, I've had some-

to work for and be proud of
,
�f"fiDfUill<>''"''' I , wen , bit off
.

·

than I could chew' this
That I·s, r ve �
.ound it
-...�
.,., ''"' .
.
to handle the JOb of editor in
taking four courses this fall,
it has turned out to be my
work load so far; thus, 1
n
bee forced to spend less and
time working on The Pacifican

and more t' e devoted
t� my
�
studies Vie
t�I_ s 0bJ_
vely,
�
.
�
I've ren
�
at this situation has
be
.
un .arr to my staff.
I believe it is better for
all
.
involv
that I res 1gn from my
position as editor in chi
f f Th
Pacijican. In fact, a lett r
f thi
effect was presented to The
Pacifi
can Publication 's Board on
Tues
day, November 1 8 . This
decision is
ne
� that wasn't too hard to make;
If I �ere to continue to neglect
my
studies, there would be
a good

�

:�

chance I'd be on academic
tion next semester and
unable to hold an editorial posmon
l
on The Pacifican anywa
y.
You'D probably see me
semester in a lower editoria
l
tion. But for now, I mus
t
down and say goodbye. To
staff, I'd like to wish all of you
best of luck until I see you nex
t
you're doing a superb job
!
.

�

Tommy Thc)mt:on l

']1Us editorial is regarding Tommy Thornton's reamt f'eS/gn
· atlon
· , and more imponantly, his public explanation
ofhisac�iO�·
As ed1tonal members of The Pacijlcan we feel persona11Y d'ISSatts
· .Jr.ied at the misleading and incomplete
'
11111ure of Thornton 's resignation.
Working on a weekly newspaper is not an easy job Carry · a fiu11 c u
load is als_o not �· especially
for students in Pharmacy, Pre-Med or other particul�rly cha ging �'! ti� e consumm
g ma;ors. However,
·
�
the choice to combine "extra-curricular " activit1es or work opportumt1es With a full load of cours
es is a personaI one.
.
Granted, many students do need the money from outside or work/stud
JObs m
· ?rder to remam at �he
University. It is true, however, that paid positions' as well as volunteered on carry WIth
them an expectatwn
ofperformance and a time commitment.
· ,
We hope that all UOP students realize that an emn
/ov
r "ee who dru>�
"""' not show up fior work who comes m .a
·
te
.
not fl!!TJ
' or her dut1es wlll
.1'.
-1
'
�rm hIS
orwho uoes
soon find himself out of ajob.
Our sec_ondJJ?Int IS that �IIparts ofan organization,
however great or small, affect the success of the whole
17lt �acifican IS no exceptwn. When one department is lacking, the paper
is bound to sag, unless somebod
else piC"! up t�e slack. Eve_n then, the m��ale of the employees doing the extra work can
go from good to bad
almost 1mmed1ately. Judgmg by the
we fieel we have not sagged. ••n fiact, on1y weeks ago at
. positive remarks
.
n86. conven t'10� �if th� A ssoc1ate Collegiate Press and College Media
/he 17
AdvJSors,
'
The Pa£11
v1�·• rece1'ved
rave rev1ewsfrom dtstmguJShed professioTIJlls.
We have been more tha� thrillet! to receive praise on our work. We even appreciate
the comtructive criticism
that has decreased to a tnck/e thiS year. However, it is, and has been, terribly disheartening to receive com
men� addressedpenonaOy,to the person h�lding the title ofeditor in chief.
I� s not your fa�lt. We 'd guess that .(01rly few people outside of the staff realized what frustration and
QIIXle/y we w_ere gomg throu_gh. Our busmess maTIJlger, managing editor, and product
ion mana(:er decided it
1I1IS about tim� we looked mto the source of our problems,
and conducted a survey among staff members.
.
17lis � a dectswn ma�e qft�r T�omt?n harf been notified ofproblems on the
staff. To this day, he insists he
1I1IS m the dark regardmg dlSSattsfactton With his performance. We
don 't find that difficult to believe. It is
,enerally true that an employee who does not come to work will have a difficult time receiving criticism.
The results of the survey prompted the resignation. It wasn 't thepoint of the staff to publicly ridicule Thor
/liOn.
M(llly will say that it took a man to relinquish the position. A man would have lived up to his respon
!ibilities.. We, as a staff, have been let down by Tommy, and nothing less than a resignation would have been
(//J/Jf'OPrtate.
Some wonder how a newspaper stqff can continue without editor in chief. You be the judge, it has been
/lie CIISe all semester.
The Publications Board has appointed co-editors in chief for the remaining issues this semester. Our
eurrent Managing Editor Tricia Krause, and Andrea Middlesworth, production manager have taken over the

�7!,

�

;;

Dear Editor:
On September 1 5 , 1986, there

were two athletes who unde
rwent
surgery. One was Joe Mon
tana of
the San Francisco 49er' s and the
othe� was Dr. Stanley McCaffr
ey.
.
I wnte this
letter as a testimonial
regarding phy sica l fitness a
subject of concern to aU of us. 'or.
McCaffrey has been involved in
physical fitness for many years and
as most of you know has been
jogging everyday for over the past
20 years. In addition to this, he
plays tennis regularly.
He sustained a tear of the medial
meniscus of his right knee and on
September 1 5 underwent arthrosco
pic surgery on his knee to remove
the tom portion of the meniscus.
The procedure went very smooth-

ly, and I was most impressed with
the general condition of his knee
joint. The articular cartilage and
ligamentous structures were in ex
ceDent condition and had the ap
pearance of a young, well
conditioned knee. It has now been
merely five weeks since his surgery
and Dr. McCaffrey is nearly, total
ly rehabilitated, having resumed
bike riding and swimming and is
ready to resume jogging. He has
received excellent physical therapy
at the UOP sports medicine center.
There is no question in my mind
that his dedication to personal
fitness has played a major role in
the superb condition of his knees.
There are those who will have you
believe that jogging is injurious to
ankles, knees and back. But there

5

are people with knees that are not
structurally sound or in some other
way have sustained damage and
jogging or running may produce
symptoms which would pre<-lude
jogging. Jogging is not for every
one, and in this case, there are the
alternatives nf hike ridin2: i!nd
swimming to maintain cardiovascu
lar fitness. But in the 1ndiviaiial
with a physiologically healthy
knee, there is no evidence that
jogging is harmful over the long
run, and Dr. McCaffrey is a fine
testimonial of this fact.
I shared these thoughts with you
in the hope that Dr. McCaffrey's
example will inspire you to either
begin or continue a fitness pro
gram throughout your life.

JO!iepb B. Serra, M.D.

·

•

;

J10Silion.

Wefelt it wasfair to notify you, the students andfaculty of UOP, of the change. After all, it is your dollars

f"at eventually pay the salary of many university employees.

·

As a staff, we are already feeling the benefits of the change. Although only a week has passed since Tom
resignation, a happier and more productive staff is up in the thirdfloor ofHand Hallproducing the best
l illri#ZI:Vlll they can. The continued support of the campus community is very important to us, and we would

... � .. ...

Editor:

I

Did anyone else notice the
llraDge atmosphere here Saturday?
The campus was quiet, parking
lots were empty. . .After registra
tion, everyone seemed to disap
pear. The only students around
handfuls of high school prep
lllen practicing speech es to the walls
in the UC. So where were aU of
Pacific's students? They weren't at
the football game, that's for sure!
Saturday was our last home
football game of the season, and
fifteen minutes before kickoff, it
was difficult to tell which side of
the stadium was for the visitors.
Pacific bad almost as many fans as

potl ig

Photog·ra pher takes shots at students

II atter:ia aAce ridicu l o us

were

Fullerton.
The apathy regarding football
around here is getting ridiculous.
So perhaps our team won't be
attending a bowl game this year! ?
I t doesn't reaDy make any differ
ence. Pacific football has been
exciting this season, if not just a
little bit · frustrating. Our team is
made of good players who work
very, very hard. Perhaps their
record would improve if some
supportive students would show up
to cheer them through the final
two minutes of the game when the
defense seems to need a little
boost. I f aU of you wait until we
have a winning season before you
·

attend the games . . . you'll w-rit 'til
graduation. It takes a strong band
of supporters that the team can
count on, through thlck and thm,
to really produce a winning te.am.
The students on the football team
are handling a demanding sport as
weD as a fuU academic load. Can't
we give them a few hours on
Saturday to show them we believe
in them?
And how 'bout those school
colors? Honestly, once you put a
little orange in your wardrobe,
you'D never stop wearing it.
Go Tigers!

Patty Fellows

·I

Dear Editor:
t
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Having photographed all the the
home football games this season,
the first thing I notice while look
ing at the pictures from last week's
game is the small number of people
in the stands during the game. Not
only do photographers like to see
large numbers of cheering fans
behind the sports figures, but the
team itself would like to see more
people come th the game and
support them.
I've heard people say around
campus "I'm not going to the
game because they always lose in
the last few minutes. " Most of the
games thls season have been deter
mined in the last few minutes, or

.

.

.

1

·

"
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'
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I
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even seconds. I have heard footbau
players say that they need that 12th
player, the fans, to give them that
extra support to finish hard. How
would some of you like to practice
five or six days a week and go into
a game with only 1 ,500 people
there to cheer you on. Especially if
you know you go to a school with
over 4,<XX> students that get into
the game free.
In case you were not at the
game, and chances are you were
not, I've included the above photo
graph to show the deserted stands.
This photo was taken in the middle
of the game while I was becoming
annoyed at the lack of support for
our football team. Another gra-

Media, propa ga nda keep aparthe id issue alive & we l l

Dear Editor:

I Want to thank Stephanie Gan
d�, the graphics department, and
Bill Little, chairman of UPBEAT
Lectures for helping to make Otto
Scott•s lecture on South Africa a
SUccess. I want to thank everyone·
Who took the time out of their busy
SChedules to listen to one of the
most important lectures given at
Uop this year.
Most UOP students probably
ba:ven't heard
of Otto Scott before
and that's because the major news
haven't recognized his ge
lllus yet or if they have, then
th�•ve simply chosen to discount
or Ignore it because he wears a
Christian and conservative suit
�hich of cour� isn't fashionable
Ill some leftist circles. Be that as it
rnay, Mr. Scott has a reputation as
an excellent historian and writer.
li� has spent many years resear
�g and analyzing the current
Situation in South Africa. His

�

book Th!! Other End of the Life

IJoa_t explores this in depth. He is a
!Ienior editor of the Conservative
Digest Magazine and writes articles
The Chalcedon Report pu��
h
by what New�k magaed
.

�

I

Zine has called a major "Think
tank" in America. That's probably
one reaso
n why Mr. Scott has
chosen to write for them.
. Now what did you miss concern
lllg this lecture? First; apartheid
according tO Scott is a smoke
SCreen. The major news media
have done an effective job in
Spreading its propaganda by trying
to lllake apartheid the real issue
�ost of the evils of apartheid,

•.

according to Scott, have been
abolished. In other words its not a
black or white issue at aU. The
Blacks in South Africa have a far
higher standard of living than the
blacks .in any other part of the
continent. The African National
Congress (ANG isn't interested in
justice. They want a bloody revolu
tion . The ANC is a Communist
backed terrorist organization seek
ing to over throw a legitimate Chris
tian Republic. Mandela and her
cohorts are determined to spread
their gospel of liberation by revolu
tion and murder by means of their
necklaces. Ask your history or
political science teacher what a
necklace is. If they won't teD you
then ask me .
Scott wrote his book because he
ival of
is concerned about the surv
s of
State
ed
Unit
his country, the
think
't
didn
he
said
He
.
America
most Americans realize that our
le
survival as a nation and a peop
g
ning
"tai
m&!�
rely upon our
relations and especiallY trade With
Sout h Africa. As he put it,
"Without South Africa we ,.ut
have to do without a military
establishment, without an oil refm
ing industry, Without a chemical
industry, without being able to
make any new planes, tanks, or

ships. Without being able to main
our
or
stry,
indu
rical
elect
our
tain
t's
'
transportation industry.' Tha
t
a
abo�
:t
Forg
saying quite a lot.
on
et
Uru
SoVI
The
.
nuclear war
!l
knew there was .�ever going to .l?t:
that
uld
wo
w
Ho
r.
wa
nuClear
Co��sts
efit them? No, the
sophisticated
e
mor
have a much

�

equipment, iron and steel, petro·
leum refining, manufacturing and
transportation industries. Punitive
sanctions against South Africa
would not only harm the blacks
and whites of South Africa but
also the economy and national
security of the one United States.''
Now, there are many professors
and students who would dispute
this just as there are many who
would dispute the reality of the
physical world. Understanding
that as Scott said, ' 'These indivi
duals live in a mental world as
remote from ours as Mars." Such
people are not aU from UOP. They
come from John Hopkins Univer
sity and other prestigious centers
of learning where the hypocritical
shrills of "divest" and "impose
sanctions now" can be heard.
Scott in one of his taped lectures
points
out, with a touch of sar
"Apartheid is a smok e casm, the ignorance of our nation
screen ''
al leaders. "They have one eye on
the next election and the other on
the media. They can't believe they
lsion
propu
ar
nucle
ment, naval
d
can win one without the approval
gear
�
g
Ian�
1
Bs,
system
other industrial eqwpment. Platin of the the other. They (our Con
as a catalyst in electrical gress and Senate) cringe at the
um is
and electronic applications, as a thought of defending a distant
chemical catalyst in petroleum dis regime that is the target of those
tillation and in dental and medical wonderful believers in political
applicatio ns." He goes on to say, rights in the Kremlin, in Havana,
"For most of these minerals close in Managua, in Peking and other
r places beloved by the media.''
substitutes do not exist in a numtx:
Although I'm thankful for the
of applications. For some, substi
3S-40
people who attended the
be
only
can
tutes are available but
November
4 lecture in the UC
uct
prod
in
ction
with a redu
. Theatre, I believe there should
cost
in
increase
an
or
ance
perform
have been 2-3 times that number
of
A disruption in this supply
ted
present. If you're upset about
Uru
the
ect
minerals would aff
er
missing this important lecture bepow
,
nics
tro
States chemical, elec

plan. Let them who have eyes and
ears to see and hear perceive thls
plan and help counteract it if you
can.
Here is some more relevant
information. Scott says in one of
his taped lectures how Robert D.
Wilson, director of the Office of
Strategic Resources has caUed the
attention of Congress to the fact of
how critically important South
Africa's minerals such as platin
um, chromium, maganese, and
base
cobalt aU are to our ind
and defense system. Wilson in
forms us that "Chromium is
to produce stainless fuU alloy and
alloye
low
strengt h
high
steels, and electrolitic chromium
metal. These materials in turn are
in the production of tanks,
ships, military, hospital equip-

ustrial

used

used

used

used

�esc

cause you didn't know about it,
you can thank your teachers for
not teUing you about it. The
Political Science Department
should have known about it.
Incidentally, where were the fa
culty members? Forgive me if I
didn't see you but I didn't see you
there. One would think that a
message like Otto Scott's should
have interested at least a few
departments like the political scien
ce, the history, the economics
. . . you get the picture.
It is interesting to note that the
many faculty members who didn't
attend Scott's lecture did attend
Mhkondo's, the black journalist
who spoke on South Africa at
World on Wednesday in October.
Don't these faculty believe in hear
ing two sides of a story? But I
should have known. Anyone who
would ban Otto Scott from speak
ing at World on Wednesday, which
is what I understand happened,
surely must be afraid of someth·
ing. Could there be fear of the
truth? As Matthew Henry once
said "The truth seeks no corners
though sometimes it is forced into
it."
Scott was right. South Africa is
crucial to America's freedom and
survival. I guess most UOP stu
dents either don't care or don't
really believe this. Is this issue too
far removed from you? Believe
thls, unless we start getting more
involved with what is happening in
the world, we may fmd someday
that we don't have a world (at least
a free world) to get involved in.

Carl D. Pruitt

•
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phic example of the vacant
bleachers would be Calistro Romi
as' photograph on page 1 of
section E in Sunday's November
16, 1986 Stockton Record of Keith
Parker and not one fan in the
background.
The home season is over and the
turnout at the football game was
sad, but you can still show your
support for your school. Volleyball
is now heading into their post
season play. Basketball, both
men's and women's, and swim
ming start up next month, and in
the spring, softball and baseball
gear up for their seasons. There are
many events still to come and you
still have time to redeem yourself.
Show your support for your
school.
·r

Pat Krobn
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Think piece . . .

A c h i l d ' S eyes
By

Robyn Bullard

Feature Ed,tor

I through the eyes of a child,
perhaps it would stop behaving like

f the world could see itself

one.

So thought the little boy as he
sat back observing this big place he
called home. Sometimes he won
dered why adults were in charge in
stead of children. Maybe seniority
should travel backwards with age.
He sat on the sidewalk and
watched the cars go by. He wat
ched a new car go by and he wat
ched an old car go by, and didn't
see much of a difference. But in
five or 10 years he would see it.
He watched a slim lady walk
by and he watched a fat lady walk
by and failed to judge either one.
But in five or 10 years, he would
"udge.
He said hello to the white
lady, he said hello to the black
man, and he said hello to the Asian
child, and didn't even realize that
he was talking to three different
ranks of individuals. He only
noticed a difference in skin tone.
But in five or 10 years, he would
notice other differences.
Then this little boy went inside
for some afternoon entertainment.
He turned on the television and sat
watching news footage of war.
And the little boy thought to him
self, why don't all of those leaders
of all of those countries arm them
selves with their own weapons and
fight it out between themselves? It
seemed to be the same principle to
him. It would sure save a lot of
lives and be a lot quicker.
And then he overheard his

parents arguing about mone
again. And he thought to himself:
What is so important about tha
stuff that possesses adults t
behave in such childish ways? I
can't wait to grow up and find out,
he thought, because all it does for
me right now is make my hands
smell.
So he went back outside, not
really to do anything in particular,
but just to do nothing, which was
something he noticed his parents
never did. And he talked to his
cat, who was his best friend,
because she didn't care about any
of that other stuff either, and never
argued with him about money.
Five or 10 years later, the boy
sat on the same sidewalk and wat
ched the cars go by. He watched a
Mercedes and a Pinto drive by,
and wondered why anyone would
drive a Pinto, especially directly
behind a Mercedes.
.
He watched a slim lady and a
fat lady walk by, and puffed out
his cheeks when the fat lady turned
her back, glad that his mother
didn't look like that.
He watched a white lady, a
black man and an Asian child walk
by, and he said hello to the white
lady, and got up and walked into
the house to argue with his mother
about money.
And all the while, his little
sister, five or 10 years younger
than he, sat back and watched and
wondered why adults were in
charge.
And she thought to herself, if
the world could see itself through
the eyes of a child, perhaps it
would stop behaving like one.
And she watched the cars go by . . .

A monumental trip
By Kara Ascarrunz
Sta1t W•n r

W

hy do Pacific students joln
clubs and organizations? To
become involved on campus? To
meet new students? To enhance a
resume? Fur most students this
may be true, but for active mem
bers of the Public Relations
Student Society of America, being
a club members goes beyond cam
pus involvement.
Twenty-one PRSSA members
recently participated in a
"monumental experience" as they
attended the I 986 PRSSA National
Conference ir Washington, D.C.
These ambitious students, along
with Dr. Carol Ann Hall, PRSSA
faculty advisor, and Glenna Lee,
assistant director of UOP Public
Relations, took advantage of the
educational and professional op
portunies the four-day conference
had to offer.
In addition to attending semin
ars, PRSSA members participated
in business tours throughout Wa
shington D.C.'s public relations
and advertising agencies, major

was driving my mother
· ''I crazy
and she wanted to get

newspapers, television stations and
press clubs. "The conference loca
l ion was ideal because we were in
America's capitol, the hub of pub- •
li� relations activity," stated Amy
Oliver, UOP PRSSA member. .
The Public Relations Society of
America is a professional organiza
tion available to interested college
graduates. Each year, PRSSA
holds its conference simultaneously
with PRSSA's National Convent
lion. This enabled Pacific students
to interact with established public
relations professionals
Because of UOP's attendance
and involvement at the PRSSA
National Conference, the location
of the South Pacific District Con
ference was moved from Southern
California. As a result, the UOP
PRSSA chapter was elected to host
the district conference in March ,
1987.

"The UOP group had a lot of
impact on the convention. We
gained a reputation as a class act. I
was proud of the students and
happy that we had the opportunity
to learn and grow from this exper
ience," stated Dr. Hall.

By Carol Martin

Guest Wnter

rid of me for an hour every week.
She enrolled me in a Parks and
Recreation baton class and I guess
the rest is history. "
Here begins the twirling dynasty
of Cyndy Perez, the first baton
twirler to perform with UOP's
Marching Tiger Band.
Everything began when Perez
was five years old and living in Fair
Oaks, near Sacramento. Her Parks
and Recreation class lasted approxi
mately seven months, at which
point her mother pulled her out
because she "barely ever prac
ticed. " Within a few short months,
however, Perez began practicing
on her own. "I haven't put the
baton down since," she stated.
Perez's mother enrolled her again
in a baton class, which soon led to
participation in a youth marching
group that performed all over
Sacramento.
"My teacher told my mom I was
gifted', and that I needed private
lessons," said Perez. After a year
of personal intruction, her teacher
felt that she was ready for competi
tion. Perez's parents were unsure,
however, until they personally ob
served a twirling competition. At

this point, they decided that it was
the obvious next step in their dau
ghter's promising career.
At the age of ten, Perez partici
pated in her flrst competition. She
placed third, despite the fact that
!>he "forgot halr' of her routine.
At 12 years old. Perez went to the

Cyndy Perez

California State Ch"ampionships,
placing in the top 1 5 in her
division.
One year after the State Championships, the Perez family moved
North to Redding. This meant a
twice-monthly commute to Sacra
mento for Perez to see her coach.
f erez attended Shasta High
School in Redding. Throughout
this period, she competed in two of
the three national twirling leagues:
A.A.U, (Amateur Atheletic Uni
on) aQd U.S.T.A (United States
Twirling Association). Between the
ages of 13 and 1 6, Perez competed
in State, Western Region al
(including 1 1 states), and National
competitions, usually placing
among the top three in her divi
sions. She was also chosen Miss
United States Twirling Association
of California two successive years.
During her summers, Perez lived
in Sacramento with her twirling
coach, practicing an average of ten
hours a day, with only one week of
vacation.
Arriving at UOP as a pre-law
major, Perez felt a need to
continue with her twirling. "I went
to the Conservatory and told them
that I was interested if they needed
a twirler. The band director didn't
really even audition me, he just
watched me go through a routine.'·
She receives one unit every fall,

Ski club anxious
By Jim Smith
StaH Wnter

he Ski Club is off to a great
start this year and is in
T
creasing in number quickly. Ac

cording to Gordon Zuckerman,
president of the organization,
"The ski club is going fantastic
compared to last year. Last year
we had eight members signed-up,
this year we have 120."
The first big trip of this year is
already off to a good start. It is
planned for December 12 in Bear
Valley. December 12 is Dead Day
at UOP and a perfect break from
the finals blues. "The trip looks to
be one of the best that the UOP Ski
Club has ever had," said Zucker
man. The trip will involve over 20
universities and over 2500 college
students. The trip should be fun
filled with many activities planned
to keep everyone happy and all of
this at a discount price.
The cost of the trip will include
transportation, which is being pro
vided by ASUOP for UOP stu
dents; a lift ticket which has a
$24.00 value; a limited-edition T
shirt, worth $ 1 2.00 and a coupon
book full of great �scounts, worth
$35 .00. All of this comes to a
$7 1 .00 value. But for Ski Club
members it is available for $ 1 5 .00
and for non-ski club members it is
$20.00. (The extra $5 being a fee
that will make you a member ot
the Ski Club). The trip also in
cludes an enroute keg which will

Memory's Dance . and Theatre Shop

add greatly to t he ski time
atmosphere. Zuckerman said, "At
a price like this, you can't beat it.
For $ 1 5 , a person can have one of
the best ski trips they've ever been
on. " The trip currently has 250
openings, the first 100 being re
served for those who are ski club
members .
The Ski Club has been very
successful this year, planning and
implementing new ways to get the
organization off to a fantastic
year. Sundance Sports sponsored
a fashion show. It took place in the
Pacific Club and was overwhelm
ingly successful. It included popu
lar ski attire for both men and
women and some of the more
popular styles for this year's avid
skier. Zuckerman said, "Everyone
enjoyed seeing the new fashions
for this year. It put them into the
mood for skiing."
Besides having the trip to Bear
Valley and the fashion show, the
Ski Club also has many more
exciting plans for the future ski
season. There arc many day trips
being planned that will involve
spending the day skiing at different
resorts during the course of the ski
season. Also coming up toward the
en� o_f the season is the club's big
. according to Zucker
ski tnp whtck
man, "is going to be one of the
best that the Ski Club has ever
been on."
This year's big trip is planned
for Steamboat Springs, Colorado
one of the hottest ski spots i�

U O P i nte rnati o n a l
Indonesian club dance party

The Indonesian students invite you to their dance party thi�
Friday night at 9:30 in Raymond Great Hall. The evening is free to all
ASUOP cardh0'ders. Don't miss this great event!
And don't forget. . .

Traditional Thanksgiving Dinner, 4:oo p.m., Nov. 27, in the
Bechtel Center. Make reservations in the Bechtel Center for this free
event !
ISA International Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Nov. 22, Pacific Club.
rr'ickets are on sale until Nov. 2 1 in the Bechtel Center.
I

Colorado. The sign-ups for the big
trip have already begun and there
arc only five spots left. After those
spots are filled a waiting list will be
started for those who are still
interested in going.
The Ski Club is always open to

Old Mexico

. . . Tostadas. . .

ed Beans•
' Rer
"r
'i
me,ted Monterey Cheese• p·tqua
nt Sauce and a Garnish of
Shredded Lelluce
A vocado, and Parmesan Cheese, Sour
Cream, Tomatoes, Rice, Beam
and Tortillas. . .

On the Miracle Mile inside Town & Country Petites

2111 Pacific Ave, 462-5688
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Air Force Officer Traiiling School is an
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excellent start to a challenging career as an
Air Fo ce Officer . We offer great starting pay,

!

medical care, 30 days of vacation with pay
each year and management opportunitie s.

Contact an Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean for you. Call
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(209) 464-7 562

.� criSP Corn Tortilla with Beef, Chicken or Pork topping

A ccessories and Make-up

9371 0
(209) �24-6328

1 5 6 2 S . EI Dorado St.
Stockton, CA 9 5206

A F IFi s••r

Tights-Leotards-Shoes

1 273

t

new members, ace skiers or j!S
beginners. If you are interested in
joining, watch for fliers around
campus announcing dates and
times for meetings. In the meanti
me, have a great year on the
slopes!

CLOSED MONDAYS
TUES.-SAT. 1 0 a . m. - 1 0 p.m.
SUN. 1 0 a .'m . - 6 p . m .

. Costume Rentals Year Round

SSgt Rich Ebanks
East Shaw Avenue
Fresoo, CA
collect
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Hayfever opens this weeken d
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OrchestraI M anoeuvers m the Dark and the Models w'll
I
Warfield Theatre on Friday, December 5 , at 8 P .
$ 15 .50/reserved. . .

.

Enterta•nment Editor

t

A

+
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t
t
$ 1 8 .50/reserved. . .
•.
t
will
be
Gabriel
playin
g
r
at
the Oakla nd Coliseum on Frid ay,
Pete

See Ashford and Simpson w ith special
gues� s at The Paramount
Theatre on Saturday, December 6
at 7 p . m . TIC k ets are +

for. It's called Hayfever, a British
comedy classic by Noel Coward.

•

n

Hayfever began its tremendous
ly popular life in 1925 , and since
then has proved to be a favorite in
professional theatres, as well "a

[)eeember 1 2 , and Saturday, December
1 3 , at 8 p.m. Tickets are +
+
$16.50/reserved . . .
Com
$16 .50/reserved . . .

i

rather popular play in summer and
repertory theatre circuits," accord
ing to director, Dr. William Wo
lak .

special guests at the Berkeley
, December 1 3 , at 8 p.m. Tickets are +

+
•

t

See Journey with

In a new approach to this 60

J�

The fif�ieth annual Pacific Plano Festival and Competition will
commence at 9 a.m . on Saturday, November 22, and conclude with
.
the awards presentation at S :4S p.m. Included in the day's events are
Master classes conducted by Conservatory faculty members, Wolfgang Fetsch, and Frank Wiens. Admission consists of a $S auditing
�There will be a Jazz CUnic hosted by Mike Vax, internationally-known
on Tuesday, November 25 at 12 noon. Included is
some improvisation by the UOP Jazz Lab Band. Located in the new
rehearsal center, admission is free.

jazz trumpeter,
t h ir dance party this
e e-.·ening is free to a1J

t

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

By Brian Stanton
Art Reviewer

:

:

Komisar opens up the space of his
paintings and thus affords the
viewer an angle of scope that
inherently demands the recognition
of every person, plant, and chair as
being equally important compo
nents in the environment.
The various architectural set
tings Komisar creates in his works
are often representative of the
character of the persons occupying
them. One piece, depicting an orth
odox Jewish synagogue, induc

•

fConcert,

:
The Christmas Choral :
.
•

Here's something you don't want to miss featuring the Pacific A Olppella Choir, the University +
Chorus and Oriana Choir, and the University Symphany Orchestra. •
•
It's an evening of Christmas music on Wednesday, December 3, at
get
Students
l,
$2/genera
is
n
: 1 5 p.m. in The Long Theatre. Admissio

I

o St.
1 562 S . EI Dorad
206
5
9
CA
n,
Stockto
56 2
( 2 0 9 ) 4 64-7

settings, the artist often presents to
the viewer a panorama of multi
point perspective. By doing this

Renaissance music performed by Collegium
Musicum, will take place on Monday, December 1 at 7 p . m . It's in
Morris Chapel, and admission is free.
+

The Mu Phi Epsilon Recital, a varied program performed by members •
of the women' s music sorority. Admission is free, it's in the recital

eXlCO

which, along with his structured
environments, reflects the subjec
tive effects put upon man by his
self-constructed world.
Komisar's use of space is general
ly very dynamic. In scenes depict
ing public buildings or residential

.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

p. m . , Nov. 27, in the
htcl Center for this free

•

or its fmal exhibit of the
semester, the UOP Gallery
presents a collection of watercolors
by Walnut Creek artist John
Komisar. In Komisar's paintings
space is the paramount component ·

+
+
•

Colleguim and Friends,

Pacific Club.

F

:

ent !

�.

�

m�

:
Robert :
UOP Concert Band
:
.

The UOP Conservator y of Music' s new band director,
in such
Halseth, will conduct the 66-member
Threepenny
"Little
and
"
Knife
the
selections as Kurt Weill's "Mack
t
t Music; " "Children 's March" by Percy Grainger; Divertimento No. 3
by Mozart; Suite Francaise by Darius Milhaud. The concert will be
performed on Friday, December 1 2 , 1 986, at 8: 1 5 p . m . in Long
t Theatre. Admission is a $2 scholarship donation, by all students will

l

!

!

be admitted free of charge.
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Noel
The UOP Depar tment of Drama and Dance will present
rcus
DeMa
the
in
be
will
es
rmanc
Coward's comedy Hayjever. Perfo
at 8
4,5,6
ber
Decem
and
22,
,
1
2
ber
r
Novem
•
t B own Studio Theatre on
and
l
enera
•
t p.m. , and on November 23 at 2 p . m . Tickets are $4/G
946,. 21 1 8 for more
Call
ns.
citize
r
senio
and
/stu
staff
e
,
d
nts
2
Information.

I
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UC Theatre:

:

+
•
Runnmg +
Tonight: Prizzi's Honor, at 6 and 9 p . m . . . . This weekend:
on
Scared, 6 and 9 p.m. on Friday ;md Saturday 3, 6, and 9 p . m . ,
rsday, December
Thu
.
.
.
only
.
p.m
9
at
+
t Sunday . . . Tuesday: Dreamchild,
! 4: Brazil, same time as above . . . December 5-7: The Color Purple, +
s, same

t

.

sday, December 9:
t �e times as above . . . Tue
+ tune as above. . .

1.

..

....... .. .. .. .. .

.

The Producer

Stylistically, according to Dr.
Wolak , there will be no conflicts.
" We're doing this as a period
.
ptece ; a late 1920's show, and
many of Coward's songs are of
that era."
When asked why he chose to
present Hayjever, a show written
over half a century ago, Wolak
responded, "Because it's a very
good play, it's a charming play, it's
a fun play to do, and it's a play
that audiences like to see." True,

the ceiling, are passed through by a
soft, diffused light. Another piece,
"Birth, " invokes quite a different
mood. Here, Komisar ironically
creates an ·emotionally cold envir
onment, painted predominantly in
blue-gray colors. The delivery
room, as depicted, is a gloomy
place of mechanization. All sorts
of tools and machines surround
the woman who has just given
birth. She lies on the delivery table,
legs spread apart, while a variety of
shrewdly angular lines penetrate
the environmental space which sur
rounds her. This painting forms an
interesting juxtaposition of the au
tonomy of humanism and the
warmth of creation.

es a feeling of warmth. It is ·a
warmness generated by familiarity
and tradition, and is supported by
the solid verticality of the columns
whose spaces, as they arch towards

UOP Composers-in-R esidence S.R. Beckler and Ron Caviani will •
present a recital of their composi tions on Monday, November 24, at
8: 1 5 p.m . in Long Theatre on the UOP campus.

t UOP DRAMA/DANCE :

the play some of Noel Coward's
songs. Although the songs weren't
written into the script, several of
Coward's tunes seem to fit the
mood , tone, and atmosphere
Wolak has created in his rendition.

Waterc olo r. exh ibit
is now in Gallery

Gl ass Tiger at the Cow Palace on Saturday,
er
20
at
8
p
.
m
. Tickets are $ 1 7 . 50 . . .
emb
+
DeC
•
•
•
CONSERVATORY :

Ensemble will be back in Long Theatre on Friday,
The UOP
November 21, With a salute to the Count Basie Orchestra and special
arrangements of some classic tunes of the '30s and '40s. The concert
.
will begin at 8:15 p.m. Admission is $2/General, free to students.

re

you s u ffering from
irritating allergies? Have you
gone without a good laugh since
Anything Goes closed last month?
Are you free this weekend? If the
answers to these questions are yes,
then I have the cure you're looking

at the +
Ic ets are +

Ge eral Public will play with
.
mumty Theatre on Saturday

Year old classic, Dr. Wolak has
decided to introduce to the text of

Bv Chuc k McC aslin

+

;. �

7

:

t

+
....�••••••••••

Through the media of water
color, John Komisar has created
interesting environments that are
reflective of the human condition
as it is affected by differing sur
roundings. Be they warm or cold,
Komisar's paintings, through spa
ce, color, texture, and theme are
very sound �mpositions.
Kbmisar•s exhibit will
e on
display in the UOP Gallery until
December 20. Through December
1 1 , the Reynolds Gallery will be
displaying a fine presentation of
the Pacific Art Faculty Exhibition,
an excellent display of talent from
within our own Art Department.

b

The Cho ral Christmas
Con cert Com ing soon
By Colin Thompson

S

Guest Writer

ure, it's tacky to talk about
Christmas before the turkey
is cold. But this time it is for ar
tistic reasons instead of conuner
cial ones. When we return from
Thanksgiving break, the A Cap
pella Choir, the University Chorus
and the Oriana Choir will give us
om; first taste of Christmas at the
Choral Christmas Concert. The
concert will be held on Wed
at 8: 1 5 p.m.
nesday, December 3
in Long Theatre. The choirs will

get together with the UOP Sym
phony Orchestra, sonducted by
William Dehning, for an evening
of Christmas fun and cheer. Ad-

mission is free.
The Oriana Choir will perform
Vaughan Williams' "Magnificat"
(Song of Mary) and San Francisco

composer Kirke Mechem 's " Seven
Joys of Christmas. " The Universi-

(See CONCERT, page 8)

very true. There has probably not
been a theatre season in America

or England, in the past fifty years,
in which Hayjever hasn't been
presented at least once.
Wolak feels that this show is
particularly suited to being per

formed at UOP. Its cast offers
good roles for our acting pool, it is

well-suited to our production facil
ities, and it has elements of great
style. "
Noel Coward has earned a repu-

tation as a bright and witty play
wright of high comedies that al
ways contajn a spark of life, and a
veracity that is particularly British .
Hayfever will be presented in the
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre
on November 21 and 22 and De
cember 4, 5 , and 6 at 8 p . m . There

will be a 2 p.m. Sunday matinee
on November 23. Ticket prices are
$4/general admission and $2 for
students, staff, and senior citizens.
For more information, call 946-21 1 6.

Bill Funkhouser 's. . .

Resta u ra nt Review

'There is a distinctive cultural/gastronomical phenomena unique to
Stockton, an abundance of Vietnamese restaurants. Last year I reviewed
the Three Star Restaurant on Pacific Avenue. The Three Star is a good
restaurant, close to campus, and a good value. The atmosphere is average
and the food better than average .
Recently I found a restaurant I will recommend even higher than the
Three Star. The Li Kim Vietnamese Restaurant at 63 1 North Center
Street is a once in a lifetime discovery. You see, you will not find the li
Kim Restaurant in the phone book under " Restaurants." It is only

mentioned as "A Restaurant" under the advertisement for the Stockton
Travelers Lodge under "Motels. " It is actually connected to the motel !
The atmosphere is less than average. Cases of cola are stacked in the
cornel"s of the restaurant, the lettering inside is all hand cut and quite
crude. But what is the reason for going out to eat after all? I don't think
the physical atmosphere should be your primary consideration. When
you walk into this restaurant, you feel welcome. Friendl iness and
hospitality is enough atmosphere for me. Your hostess, Tinh Vui, w1ll
greet you, (there is rarely any need for reservations) take your order, then
rush off to cook the food fresh. She and her family nm the restaurant but
she does all the cooking and waitressing. This matriarchical system may
be something unique to the Vietnamese culture but, soc1ology astde, she
does a great job .
I recommend the House Special I . This is an exraordinary specialty of

Vietnamese cuisine. A flaming bowl of beef and shrimp is brought to
your table. This dish is allowed to cook away until the meat is done. You
are then instructed on how to wrap little burrito-like packages of meat
and vegetables in rice paper. Good luck. I hope you do better than I did.

This entree is not easy to wrap, but delicious to consume and a lot of fun
as well.

Other recommendations are the Beef in Curry and Peanut Sauce, the
Three Kind of Sauteed Mushrooms dish, and the Fresh Shrimp and
Vegetable Soup. The Vietnamese cuisine is characterized by a tangy, fre�h
taste unlike Chinese cuisine which too often hides the food in heavy
sauces, deep frying, or an overabundance of soy auce. Good Vietnamesl'
food should taste like the vegetables were just picked out of the garden
and the sauces free from any "heavy" tastes. Even somcthmg like thl'
Curry and Peanut Sauce (which has a coconut milk base) is free from
"masking" the flavor of the shrimp, chicken or beef it is served wit h.
You will also notice Vietnamese food to be rather ornate in presentatiOn

While the Chinese may stir-fry everything all at once, the Vietnamt"sc will
often present each ingredient in the serving dish by itself. You ·t'metime�
don't feel like stirring the ingredients up because they are �o attractive a�
they are served. I guess this is like not wanting to cut into a beautifully
frosted cake, but as you know with good cakes, it's not until you cut into
them that the real rewards commence. So it is wtth the food at Lt Kim 's.

Everything I tried (samplings from 9 different dishes) was delicious.
There is nothing I would avoid but if you are stuck for ideas, ask TiPh ,
your hostess, as she is full of suggestions.
The best thing about the Li Kim Restaurant is that for about the samt
price as a hamburger and fries you can try some wonderful culturally
different dishes. A couple can easily eat for $10 at dinner or $6 at lunch

Of course, the more things you want to try, the bill will increase slightly
hut most dishes are not much more than $3 .75. The House Spt.'Cial I is
about seven dollars but is more than enough for two. All in all , it i� a
great restaurant with better food and slightly better pnced than the Th r et.
Star Restaurant o n Pacific Ave. The most difficult thing about the l •
Kim Restaurant is learning that it exists. But now you do, so go out and
tell me what you think!
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Co ncerts
(Continued/rom page 7)

ty Chorus and A Cappella Choir
will join voices in Francis Pou
lenc ' s "Gloria" a n d Robert
Shaw's Christmas carol medley,
"The Many Moods of Christ
mas. " The evening promises to be
a treat for all music lovers, and
should provide a pleasant, much
deserved study break.
Concerts like this one are a
chance for the choirs to promote
the University, the Conservatory
and, most importantly, them
selves. The A Cappella Choir, in
particular, is well respected in the
California choral community and
is an excellent "passive P.R."
group for the University.
I would hope that students who
enjoy the Wednesday concert will
consider joining a choir next year.
UOP choirs provide some of the

Classifieds

"

t
I

I

··c

For Sale

: 1981 lsuzu 1 Mark

LS, 2 dr, s
speed, air, cassette stereo with
booster I equalize r , aluminum
wheels, racing stripes. low miles,
$2450/offer. 478J0279

Employment

Homeworkers Wanted - Top Pay Work at Home
Call Cottage Industries
(40S) 36().4()62

esc-

learning experiences on cam
pus. Each choir presents a differ
ent musical challenge. The Oriana
Choir performs works for the
female voice. The University
Chorus and A Cappella Choir are
traditional four-voice choirs. All
three are open to all students.
(Though men wishing to join Ori
ana Choir may be disappointed,
there are two other choruses wait
ing for them.)
University choirs present a great
opportunity for students of all
majors to enjoy performing. I
entered A Cappella as a drama
major. I am now a drama-music
major. (Yes, I like it that much!)
And those student with the stock
excuses , "I can't sing" or " I can't
sing well enough," as reasons for
not auditioning have no excuse.
These choirs, under the direction
of Dr. Dehning, are the best places
to learn about singing and music.
Dr. "D", as Dehning is affection
ately known, has an excellent ear
for style artd nuance in choral
music. He also has a good rapport
with students, and knows how to
get the best from a choir. Heck, if
he can get through to a cement
headed singer like me, think what
he can do for you. And it's a lot of
fun, tool Just tell Mom and Dad
it's a G.E. course.
Come and enjoy the Christmas
Concert. If you like what you hear,
and I'm sure you will, watch for
further concerts in February and
May, and au dition sign-ups next
year . We'd be glad to have you.
Merry Christmas ! (Oops. . . uh
. . . Happy Thanksgiving, then
Merry Christmas.)

# Peggy Su e ' cou ld be bt:ttt er
at all.
H sbe had it to do all over again,
would she? The decsion is hers be
The ages-Qld lament of life's dis cause through an out-of-body ex
appointed - "had I known then
perience she spirals back a quar
what I know now" - has seldom ter of a century to those delicious
been as pertinent as in "Peggy Sue ly giddy high school days, armed
Got Married," a frothy time-travel with the knowledge of what has
romance and subject of an uncom transpi red in the future.
"Peggy Sue" is a movie of unde
monly heavy promotional push.
The gimmick - yes, it does niable charm, and the clever
smack of "Back to the Future" - screenplay by Jerry Leichtling
is this: Peggy Sue ( Kathleen and Arlene Samer also bas its
Turner) is, 25 years after high share of warmth and wit. But
school graduation, a disillusioned what makes it other than just an
woman. All those years ago she other enjoyable movie - although
bad married her high-school they don't exactly abound - is the
sweethea rt, C h a r l ie ( N icolas presence of Francis Coppola as di
Cage), now known about town as rector, a man in search of a hit.
Crazy Charlie for the ludicrous Not necessa rily a great movie, but
television commercials he makes a money-making one.
for his chain of appliance stores.
And it's Coppola's name in the
They have two children. They are credits that best explains the re
separated because Charlie is mak lentless pre-release publicity bar
ing more than just those commer rage. Bold, imaginative, often bril
cials. As Peggy Sue puts it, she· liant moviemakers are not to be
and Charlie have reached the acri dismissed merely because of box
monious point at which they office reversals, or at least cer
blame each other for all they have tainly shouldn't be. And Coppola's
missed in life.
llst of credits is irrefutable proof
How did Peggy Sue come to this of his greatness as a moviemaker.
state? In high school the world had When he failed commercially it
been her oyster. Beautiful and was always because he was
bright. Most popular girl on cam stretching, not playing it cozy.
"Peggy Sue," though, is proba
pus. The American princess of her
immediate circle. Life was rich bly his least adventuresome
with promise and excitement. And project in some time, although the
look at her now. Nothing special Coppola touch is often evident in

By BUl Hagen
Copley News Service

ing youger sister (Sofia Coppola,
- her grandparents, her friend!
and classmates. Everyone and ev.
erything seems much dearer in re.

the meticulous eye for detail, the
rich texture, the sometimes stun
ning angles. It's a very good
movie. It's a much better movie
because of Coppola's involvement.
When Peggy Sue returns to 1960,
she finds open to her several intri
guing options to the decision she
made first time around. Instead of

Charlie, who at the time is deter
mined to be another Fabian, she
could opt for Richard Norvik
(Barry Miller), a mathemati cs
whiz who, in later years, will be
come incredibly successful and
very, very rich with his inventions .
And he's really a pretty nice guy.

A trifle dull, but nice.
Less dependab le is Michael
Fitzsimmons (Kevin J. O'Connor),
a sullen loner who considers
Kerouac a greater writer than
Hemmingway and is undoubtedly
destined for a garret in, say, San
Francisco, there to turn out se
rious if unprofitable tomes. And he
will, in fact, become a writer. But

in 1960 there's also his smoldering
sensuality to be considered.
There's more to Peggy Sue's re
turn to the past than romance,
however, such as her heightened
love for and appreciation of her
parents - a caring but stuffy fa
ther (Don Murray), one of the first
on his block to buy a new Edsel; a
loving mother (Barbara Harris)
who is also a pal; even an irritat-

alized, except for Peggy Sue.
The rest of the cast is top of the
line, as are such skilled practition.
ers as photographer Jordan Cr�
nenweth, composer John Barry,
costume designer Theadora Van
Runkle and production designer
Dean Tavoularis, all of whom col
laborate, under the direction of
Coppola, to recreate a n era
' masterfully.
"Peggy Sue got Married" is not
the best Coppola has done, but it's
surely the most accessible. It's
sparkling entertainment, of which
commercial successes are made,
Coppola, who has given so much to
the movie industry and to audie�.
es, certainly deserves one.
"Peggy Sue Got Married" Is

rated PG-13.

Personals

If I could give you a sunset, it
wouldn't be enough. Happy Birthday.

K.F.
Happy 20th Birthday Marty!
anks for being the best friend
yone could ask for . . . enjoy your

fnt
lafl

�

Love, Mlc
Happy Alersary
lnlv
MOOF
From H.P.

EN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR GRANDPARENTS?
a)

imale,

caucasian
age 40, desires corresponence with either male or female
college students. Wants to form a1
friendly relationship and more or'
less just exchange past experiences
and ideas. Will answer all letters
and exchange pictures. If interested
write to Jim Jeffers, Box B-38604,
florence, Arizona 85232.

Death Row prisoner,

�

Five minutes into "The Lawrence Welk Show�'

b) About a week before your birthday.

id

c)

When you iust want to tell them you miss
them, and that you ate the last of Gra ndm a's
chocolate-ch ip cookies this morning .

Roommate Wanted:

Across from South/West $90 per
person/2 per occupancy. Call Jeff
at 942- 1 38 1 .

.

There's noth}ng grandparents like better than a call from
a grandchild
m college. But if you do acc1dentally happe
n to interrupt Lawrence you
ought to have something worth telling them.
'
For example, you could n1ention that you called using
J\T&T �ng Dist:ance Service �ecause you can depe
nd on AT&T's
high quahty serVIce and except10nal value.
. A11d _then yo� �n tell them that AT&T gives you
unmediate cred1t if you dial a wrong number.
And thr..t you can count on AT&T for clear
long distance connections.
Finally, of course ,
you should quickly
reassure them that
you're eating enough,
then let them hurry
back to the TV to
catch the rest of the
Lennon Sisters ' Blue
Oyster Cult Medley.

Happy Birthday to wonderful,
sweet, cute, study-animal, Chris
Harris. Celebrating the big n o . 20
next Tuesday!
Hugs and kisses ,
Stephanie

Wendy 's
(Continued/rom page I)

Cornhuskers in the first game
1 5-8,
but the second game was the
classic
of the Classic.
With UOP behind in game two
the Tigers were cool, calm
,
collected. Teri McGrath served
and
Elaina
en and Brooke Herring
ton prov1ded the entertainm
ent.
After each kill the athletes wou
ld
dance and cheer, then got back
to
work. The Hert sisters contribu
ted
with a block by Dorothy and
Liz
Hen served to win the g e J
5-1 1 .
The third game featured defe
n
sive teamwork by the Tige
rs even
though the game heroines
were the
Hert sisters. Unnoticed, Dor
othy
Hert accumulated 22 digs
in the
match. On offense, Liz Hert
piled
up 65 total attempts and
28 assists
The Tigers won the game 1 1
- 1 2.
It was Pacific's third stra
ight
Wendy's title.
Yes, the
ers w�e like W�
dy's motto - hot and juicy, or
better yet, "Where's the bee
f? "
The beef is a young Pacific team
headed for the Final Four .
n 't be surprised i f you see
Elaina Oden endorsing a Wen
dy's
�b.uri et. .or. M� _Mill� telling
you how thick and delicious Wen
dy's shakes are.
Isn't that how it is after spor
ts
figures win an important event?
What did Wendy, of Wendy's
,
have to say about the Classic?
"Pacific played great! " said
the
red-haired, frec kle-faced ima
ge of
Wendy . "The Wendy
's Clasc
si was
fantastic. Come try our
Big Clasc
si
at Wendy 's!"
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�
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The right ch oice.
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trospect.
Turner, perhaps a little bard to
believe as a high school senior ....
because of her genes, not her tal.
ent - is nonetheless delightful as
the "walking anachron ism," as
Peggy Sue calls herself, impishly
weighing the turns her life might
take if she acts with more bold.
ness and less Charlie. Cage is er.
cellent as Charlie, a success �
spite of himself, a man - and boy
- whose dreams go largely unre,l

r

te r

J

The Pacific an
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To wo rk an d play at uoP

Oliando Moreno stops to talk to Nguyen Olien before � 12:00 c�as.o;,

F.ark in tbe semester, Rich Ingles W16 able to spend time throwing the frisbee, in the warm Fall weather.

's

hild
.v ll

Photo By Jeff Stewart

Photo By Pot Kroh n

As the Thanksgiving and Christmas season approach we will all start to prepare for the win
ter. A nd when the rainy season is here, there will not be the opportunity to be outside and en
joy our beautiful campus. The students here utilize this campus in different ways: playing

.

frisbee, studying during the semester, talking to a friend, orjust relaxing in the sun during the
day. So before the winter rains hit, you should go out and take advantage of this great fall
weather.

�

Taking time out of tbdr busy schedule, Amy Lockwood and Carol Pettigrew
talk on the South/West lawn.

T....
..._ wetdber' Darde Sulgle and Jeremy Weimfdn study outside.
-..._ lllvlutblge of the nice N__
u�
#toto B

Photo By Jeff Stewart

Jeif Stewart

A weary student catches some Z's in front of WPC.
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Pac ifica n
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sp oQts
Tiger Tracks
Friday, November 21

Football

Volleyball PCAA Tournament at CSU Long Beach
Water Polo at Fresno State

Bowl on December 1 3 In
Miami University-Ohio in the California
Fresno.
· 1e
· t1t
t•IPS
·
all cham pions
The Spartans wrapped up the PCA A footb
Saturday by thrashing Long Beach State 38- 14 .
.
The Spartans are 7-0 in the PCAA.
Jose State, tossmg
James Saxon worked as quarterback for .san
second quarter·
touchdowns as the Spartans led the 49ers 1 7-0 m the
20-yard pass to
Long Beach quarterback, Jeff Graham, winged a
for both of the
tt
Locke
Kwante H ampton and a 10 yarder to Charles
Niners' touchdowns.
pulled out
Long Beach' s touchdowns were meaningless as San Jose
ing back
runn
onal
sensati
the
by
owns
touchd
quarter
fourth
two
.
g a spot
secunn
thus
,
Kenny Jackson and all-purpose back Guy Liggins
in the Cal Bowl.
.
ac1fic
Remember in late September when U � ive� sity of the �
a B1g Ten
defeated University of Minnesota? h was a btg VlCtory over

Saturday, November 22
Volleyball PCAA Tournament at CSU Long Beach
Sunday, November 29

7 : 30 p.m.

Football at CSU Long Beach
Men's Basketball at Wichita State
Women 's Basketball hosts San Francisco State

Monday, December l

Men's Basketball at Rice
Women's Basketball hosts Cal Poly-SLO
Thursday, December 4
Men's Basketball hosts USF
Saturday , December 6
Volleyball NCAA First Round
Men's Basketball hosts St. Mary's
Women's Basketball hosts Loyola-Marymount
(Spanos Center)
M/W Swimming hosts Stanford

team. It was history for Pacific.
.
No .
The same team that the Tigers upset 24-20 in Mmneapohs upset
The
game.
ce
Conferen
Ten
Big
a
in
7
2nd-ranked Michigan 20-1
Golden Gophers broke Michigan 1 5-game � in str�ak and gave
powerful Ohio State the possession of first place m the B1g Ten.
Minnesota is 6-4 overall and 5-2 in the Big Ten .
.

Sunday, December 7
Volleyball hosts NCAA-First Round

Volleyball

Tuesday December 9

Men's Basketball hosts Chico State

Indoor Soccer:

Intra murals

A

Going for that extra yard, Kennedy Bryant

Volleyball:

The Co-Ree and 4-man volleyball leagues will be wrapped up this
week with the ever impressive "A" League 4-man Playoffs to be
Thursday, November 20.
With many decisive games remaining, predictions as to playoff
berths can not be assessed at this time. The races in the league are
tight. However in 4-man "B," the playoffs will fmd no. 1 Garners vs.
no. 2 4 Jerks and a Squirt and no. 1 AKL vs. no. 2 Price Hops. Good
luck to these final four.
The only teams assured a play off spot are the no. 1 Delta Sigs and
the no. 2 Da Haoles for Co-Ree "C" and Poor Sports and Huskies for
'1 '
1'
h
' .f • "'• f" 1
Co-Ree "B."
DON'T MISS THE ACTION ! !
•

�

...

Racquetball:

The rac.quetball tournament held at West Lane Racquet Club was a
huge success. The field of competition included 8 men and 3 women.

Kenton Lewis battled Harry Lesevtz in a best of three game final with
Lcsevtz winning 1 5-6; 1 5-4.
In the womens division, the rouQd robin format was used with
Mercedes Mendoza declared the winner.

Turkey Trot:

Don't forget about the turkey trot being held Thursday, November
20, 1986. Meet at the Pool parking lot at 3 :45 p.m. The entry fee is
$2.00. Prizes include a 20 lb. turkey.

ATIENTION ALL INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS OF FALL 1986:
The Intramural Dept. would like to get a picture of the teams winning
the events this fall. Your cooperation is necessary so please contact the
Intramural Dept. and arrange a time when your team can get together.
Thanks.
T-shirts and Tank Tops ar here, so pick them up in the Intramural
Office. They look GREAT!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE IN THE MAIN GYM OR CALL 946-27 16.

The 1 985

walkS ovt:r � uuerton

>

s

Harper.

Soccer concluded with a thrilling "A" Division championship
match between Sans Peur and Butchers. With a halftime score of 1 to
1 , the Butchers led by Mark Villes scored the winning goal for the 2 to
_
1 victory. George Sanford scored the first goal for the Butchers w1th
the assist going to Kevin Yie. CONGRATULATIONS BUT
CHERS! ! !

NCAA final four in Stockton:

NCAA Champions,

Pacific will host this season's NCAA F1nal Four. The 1 986 Final Four

Defense dies in loss
By Bryan Cruz

Sports Editor

'\"' Jhat was Pacific
VV weekend while

doiug last
San Jose
State captured a berth for the
California Bowl?
Pac i fic lost to Cal State
F\illerton, a team that was previ
ously 3-8, until the last minute of
the game.
Saturday's 39-38 loss at the
hands of Fullerton was the fourth
time this season that the Tigers lost
in the last minute of the game.
That says a lot for the Tiger
defense which was "walked on"
by Titan running bact , Rltk Cal
houn who amassed 228 yards en
route to the PCAA rushing title.
The Titan workhorse contributed
all but 84 yards of Fullerton's 3 1 2
total rushing yards.
For UOP, a barrage of running
backs handled the ball. Tim
Richardson, Steve Michaels, Chris
Mendenhall, Keith Parker, Antho
ny Simien, and quarterback Hue
Jackson all combined for 434
yards. It was the sixth best rushing
total in UOP football history.
It was something for nothing.
Something for UOP was the
performance of receiver Booker
Guyton who secured three talented
receptions for 73 long yards and
two touchdowns. Rushing, Tim
Richardson carried the ball 1 8
times for 1 14 yards and amazingly,
Jackson rambled with the ball for
105 yards. All in all, the Tigers
rushing game preyed upon the
loose Fullerton defense.
It was to no avail as the Tiger
defense forgot that a game was
going on. Their memory was re-

stored as Fullerton drove for 98
yards, scoring on a 1 2-yard run by
Calhoun with 1 :00 left. Titan quar
terback, Ronnie Barber, then hit
Todd White with a pass for a two
point conversion. Unfortunately
for Pacific the lights were on, but
nobody was at home (referring to
the apathetic defense, great offen
se, and only 1 ,500 spectators at the
stadium).
With three seconds left in the
game, Ken Norgaard attempted a
45-yard field goal which would
have given UOP the win, but it was
no good.
It wa� too little, too late.
"We're not making the plays.
We've got 'em in position to make
the plays. 98 yards to go, seven
minutes to go . . . We're not making
'em- especially the guys in the
secondary," said Head Coach Bob
Cope.
If nothing else, the game was
interesting.
Cope acted as ringmaster as he
guided his circus through stunts.
To start the game, he relied on an
onside kick which Pacific's Mike
Fischer recovered. Second-string
quarterbac k , Rodney Powell
played running back/Passer during
an option pass play which was
incomplete.
What's going to happen at Long
Beach State?
Yes, that's who the Tigers will
play in the fmal game of the
season. The Tigers will play the
Long Beach State 49ers in two
weeks at Long Beach. Pacific has a
bye next week.
It will give Cope time to teach
his 'ol Tigers new tricks.

All PCAA teams are pointing to the end of November. The No. I
conference in the NCAA is presenting the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association Women's Volleyball Tournament . The event , to be hosted
by Cal State Long Beach, will take place on November 20-22.
Seven of the PCAA teams reached the NCAA playoffs a year ago
and produced the national champion which was U niversity of the
Pacific. Led by the 1 985 PCAA Player-of-the-Year, sophomore
Elaina Oden, Pacific will most likely be the top seed at the

tournament .
Hawaii is ready to revenge the loss to Pacific from last year's
tournament final. Attending will be 27-7 San Jose State as well as
previously No. 1 ranked-San Diego State. UC Santa Barbara checks in
as one of the unpredictable threats of the year, having handed Pacific ,..,.. _m
its only PCAA loss. CSU Long Beach, Cal Poly SLO, Fresno State,
UC Irvine, and Cal State Fullerton round out the teams participating
in this year's PCAA Tournament.
The champion of this tourney represents the PCAA in the NCAA
playoffs.

Soccer

PCAA teams Cal State Fullerton and Fresno State have both

advanced to the 1 986 NCAA Soccer playoffs. Cal State Fullerton and
Fresno State have identical records in the PCAA standings at 4- 1 each.
Cal State Fullerton earned the NCAA playoff berth by beating Fresno
State and capturing the conference's automatic berth . Fresno State is
an at-large participant in the playoffs, having been selected to play the
NCAA. Fresno State has a 1 5-4 record while Cal Fullerton's is 8-1 0.
Both teams s\art � , plaY.off action Sundax,
9vember
the week.

16f�r

Pac- 1 0 bowls shape
By Ed Zieralski
Copley News Service

C

alifornia, Oregon, Oregon
State and Washington State
have the distinction of being the
only four football teams in the
Pac-1 0 not to hold some sort of
national ranking in the two wire
service polls.

No wonder there's a movement
to get some of those guys out of
the conference.
This is a tough conference right
now, deeper than anyone can re
member. There's the University of
Southern California with its great
defense. Arizona has great balance
and the best overall defense. Wa
shington and the University of
California at Los Angeles follow

will be held in Stockton's A.G. Spanos Center on December 1 8 and
20.

The Pucifican sports staff needs reporters. If you enjoy sports and
would like to see your work in print, please contact Bryan Cruz, sports
editor, at 944-7480. Please be prompt, there are positions available to
cover basketball, so don't delay. Many positions are available.

SO,(XX) members has a budget of
about $19,(XX),000 dollars," says
MacMillan. The organization is
very politically active in that they
(continuedfrom page 1)
can influence local, state and feder
1be monies are then used to sup
al,
legislation, regUlations, and fund-
�C activities in the tx2�..:__
ing.
Accoroing to MacMillan, sup
munity such as "Camperships"
port to CEC has grown because of
for handicapped students, pro
interest from politicians, both De
grammatic support to classes for
mocratic and Republican. Advoca
handicapped and gifted, and schol
cy of CEC programming "crosses
arships for University students
over party 1ines," says MacMillan .
pursuing study in special education.
""Th!s is mom and apple pie stuff.
Community sponsors have in- ,
eluded Kwik Kopy, Eddie's Pizza,
CEC is supported by local politi
World Gym, and Dance & Aerobic
cians such as Assemblyman Pat
Company, and Michelle Fry of Far
_Johnston and Consressman Tony
mers Insurance.
Coelho."
"'Celebrity Excellence," the �
The San Joaquin County CEC
chapter has been successful in its
annual California State CEC
- convention will be held JleCiember
yean of participation. Last year,
4-7 in South Lake Tahoe. By
they received an award for one �
registering throuah llidona Lear year of CltCtl1tnce in programming. �
ning, participants can earn one or Chosen from over 900 cbapten, �
two University credits.
they were one of only seven groups
-:-----UOP's starting six are only part
"The organization of over to win the excellence award.
of the great team that won the Wendy's Oassk.

CEC

.

ncan Conference cham� ,
San Jose State will battle against Mid-Ame

u

with complete packages. And
zona State and Stanford have
powered offenses.
Stanford is the only one
ranked in the AP Top 20. Th
Cardinal ranks 20 in UP I .
The folks u p at Walnut Creek,
Calif., headquarters for the
and Sick-4 are getting their
registers ready for the big take
their teams continue their
ways.
" We're looking at at least
teams going to a bowl game
year and maybe as many as
said Jim Muldoon, head of
conference's public relations
partment. "If we are
enough to get a couple
through relatively clean, we
be in at least two major

Pac ific

;:;"'�ussel Keys

extremely well.
Ov�rall , this has been far
more
than JUst a rebuilding year .
It has
been a �ontinuation from last
year .
Even WJth the loss of Maginot
and
Boyle, the Tigers have not lost
any
,
of therr
frre power. This year has
seen the emer genc e o f All
Ame rican
cand idate
Teri
McGrath, a junior, who, towards
the end of last season came on
strong and played outstandingly
well in the Final Four. McGrath
game in
ru:d game out, continu
to be a maJOr leader on the cour
t
She is one of the team leaders
bl�ks �d digs, and has a deva
s
tat�g spike when given the oppor
�ty to do so. Junior Mar
y
Miller, who saw limited action last
year, has had an outstanding year
bus far. She is second on the team
m blocks and kills and has seen
action in all 34 games this season.
The Hert sisters have also been
major contributors to this year's
team. Both are potential All
American candidates; Liz at the
ter positio n and Dorothy at
m1ddle blocke r. Liz is also the team
captain . Both Herts received a lot :::
of playing time during their freshyear. Sophomore Herrington �
is the motivational leader on and �
off the court. She is evidence that
volleyball is a team sport. She saw
playing time last year, but has
started every game except one this
year.

Editor

Nebras ka
By Mich elle M . Willia ms
Gu�Write_!"
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Other players who have contri
buted to the team's success are
Andrea Reddick who has come off
the bench in each game to provide
some ' punch' to the back row.
Leona Bielefeld filled in for Oden
during the early part of the season
and has had some fine perfor
mances. Sophomore Janet Wolfe
has come off the bench at times to
relieve Hert at setter and has
proved she can do the job.
Pam Lance, Katie Harper and
redshirt Cathey Scotian are all
freshmen who will be exciting
players to watch for in the future.
It appears at this time that what
head coach John Dunning has is a
dynasty. Next year, Dunning's
whole team is returning. Today the
PCAA Tournament opens at Cal
State Long Beach. Pacific enters
this tournament with a 3 1 -3 record
and as the top seed. At this point it
appears as if the Tigers will go all
the way and capture a second
' straight nat1onar championship.
The odds of Pacific capturing a
third national championship next
season are very high and the
volleyball program is solid to the
end of the decade. But, right now,
the Tigers are concentrating on
making this season a successful
·

one.

Ceieoraung thear Ulree set victory over UCLA, are uren J.J1Utigren,
Nebraska captain, and Virginia Star.

t seemed as though red carpets were rolled out this
weekend for the University of
Nebrask a's volleyba ll team .
Nebrask a's invitatio n to the
prestigious tournament marked the
frrst time that a non-west coast
team has participated in the
Wendy's Classic, and what a fme
show they made. The Huskers flew
home with the second place plaque
from the event along with the
distinction of possessing all
tourny players.
Nebraska was ranked No. 7
before their journey to California.
They recently wrapped up their
third consecutive 10-0 record, and
a third consecutive No. 1 seed in
the post-season tournament in the
Big Eight conference.
The Cornhuskers came to
Wendy's as the No. 1 hitting team
in the nation with a .365 average.
Maybe that's why Nebraska came
to the tournament very determin
ed, hyped, and confident. Head
Coach Terry Pettit felt that Wend
y's was a good tournament for
Nebraska at this time during their
season.
Last Saturday, the frrst obstacle
was UCLA. ''UCLA is talented

Fa ns : the seve nth p l aye r
By Tricia Krause

Edttor tn Chtef/Managtng Edttor

V

olleyball. It's a sport that
used to be played mostly on
the beaches or by junior high P .E.
classes.
But now, it's a game played by
1 2 people during a match, and
watched by more than a million
people each year.
In the last few years, volleyball,
especially at the intercollegiate
level, has grown to be one of the
most exciting sports around, and
Stockton seems to have become
one of the hot spots of the nation's
volleyball action.
The Tigers, last year's defending
national champions, have earned a
number one ranking this season,
and have brought in thousands of
fans to UOP this year to watch the
exciting games. Over 9,000 fans
packed the Spanos Center this past
weekend for the 8th Annual Wendy's Classic.
Young and old from near and
far came to enjoy the action
- packed two day tournament
which featured teams from USC,
UCLA, Nebraska and Pacific. All
of the lower and most of the upper
seats were filled on Sunday in an
arena where there's not really a
·

'

bad seat.
Part of volleyball's mass appeal
is that it's easy to understand, yet
has enough action to keep even the
least sports-inclined viewer on the
edge of their seat.
"The most exciting part of the
games are those long rallies," said
one fan. It's when there's a real
fight over the point; a fight that
includes smashing spikes, diving
saves and short din'ks, that true
fans' blood pressures rise, hair is
pulled out, and hands are wrung.
When the ball finally hits the floor,

·

"The most exciting part is
when we win . "
relief i s voiced by a cheer and
applause. In fact, it seems the
longer the rally, the louder the
yells.
During the games, most fans sit
with tfieir hands posed as if in
prayer, eyes glued to the court.
Some even feel as if they are a part
of the ball as it travels around the
court. And forget about talking to
the true fan during a rally. They
won't hear a word you say.
But they act like the team can
hear their encouragement and hints
on how to get the ball back. "Side
out"and "Over" they shout when
the players may have forgotten
what they're supposed to do.
By using their support and input
for the Tigers, many of the die
hard fans feel they are the
'seventh' member of the team.
When the team gets a few points
behind, the crowd really gears up
to rally behind them. Hand clap
ping, foot stomping and cheers

resound throughout the Center to
help the Tigers get the point. But
all remain quiet when a player
prepares to serve.
And when the team is up, the
crowd climbs, also. A killer spike,
extra effort on a dig or a 'simple'
ace psyches the team up, and the
hand slapping that occurs on the
court catches on in the stands. A
victory in the way of a point, a
game or the match is felt and
shared by all. One, who comes to
every game said, ' 'The most excit
ing part is when we win."
And being a part of the team is
strongly felt by a number of fans,
especially the orange-shirt clad
boosters. One booster boasted that
he's been to all eight Wendy's
Classic Tournaments, and really
feels a part of the team. "We enjoy
getting to know the girls, and feel
we win when they do," he said.
After the games, many f�Jns $tay
t� chat to the players and coaches,
get autographs, and generally take
their time leaving. "It's because
there's such a good feeling," one
younger fan explained.
On the way out of the Spanos
Center, many people become
'professional coaches' in the way
they critique the plays and perfor
mances of the players, and how
they replay the highlights of the
games. And overall, there is a good
feeling for what they just wit
nessed.
"If anyone can walk out of the
game," summed up one players'
mother, "and say, 'Hey, I had a
good time', all the better for
volleyball." And, here in Stock
ton, all the better for the Tigers in
quest of another title.
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and deep, and they are a STRONG
BLOCKING TEAM. We may be
more experienced than they are
and our setter is one of the best in
the country," said Pettit. The
Bruins were talented and deep, but
the Huskers had come to compete,
and accomplished much more. Ne
braska mowed down UCLA 15-1) ,
1 5-4, 1 5-9 to advance to the finals.
It was on Sunday that the highly
ranked Nebraska faced obstacle
number 2, the No. 1 ranked Lady
Tigers. The All-Champion Tigers
wasted little time demonstrating to
Nebraska why Pacific is No. 1 .
The Huskers found their second
obstacle a little too much to han
dle, falling to the Tigers 8-1 5 ,
1 1- 1 5 , 1 2-5 .
But the loss was neither a sur
prise nor a tragedy. Both the
and coaches of Nebraska

players

felt rather positive about the tour
nament's outcome. Tisha Delaney,
Nebraska's setter commented after
Sunday's tournament. "We're ve
ry honored to be here. We have
confidence in ourselves. UOP
played excellent defense. They read
us well. They're a strong team.
This was a great experience for us
because we're not use to this level
of competition," said Delaney.
Delaney finished the tournament
with 70 assists, 21 digs, and 4 kills
and was selected for the All
Tournament team. The talented
senior has high hopes of returning
to the Spanos center for the NCAA
Final Four on December 1 8-20:
"We have the potential."
Lori Endicott and Karen Dahl
gren were also named to the Wend
y's Classic All-Tournament team.
Sophomore, Endicott finished with
and 3 1 digs.
, 6 assists,
8
Dahlgren, senior, completed 16
, 16 digs, and 4 block solos,
Enid Schoewise, also of Nebraska,
had 25 digs, 3 assists, and 15 digs
at the tournaments' end.
The overall experience for the
team was a very positive one,
Coach Pettit noted, "This was a
very good match. It's one we plan
to build off of." Stockton's crowd
ed to welcome Nebraska as
well, to the sunny West Coast.
Though they remained loyal to the
Tigers throughout the match, the
crowd as a whole was very recep
tive to the Great Plains team, and
were almost hoping that they
would win a game (or two). But
should the Lady Tigers meet up
with the Huskers again in the near
future, they will , with all hosp
itality aside, focus on defending
national championship.
Nebraska, a solid, competitive
team, is able to "play with any top
10 team," according to Head
Coach Pettit.
ent for
"This was not a tou
jockeying of national seedings, it is
just goo, strong competition. We
are No. 1 seed in our region right
now and I don't know that the
outcome of this weekend will af
." said Pettit.
fect the NCAA
Pacific, a strong, defense team,
is currently ranked No. 1 in the
nation. If the Lady Tigers retain
their enthusiasm, and their Eye of
the Tiger' , they will remain UN
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STOPPABLE!

Prop . 48 is not especiall y great
David Roche

Guest Wnter

The views expressed herein do not
reflect thoSe of The Pacij'lCilll sports
editors

W:

ell look at what our govern
ment is doing now. They
actually have the nerve to attempt
to pass legislation that would
require high school students to
maintain a "C" average in order to
participate in extracurricular ac

tivities, such as band, cheerleading,
and -- yes, if you can believe it -
even athletics.

�

'

late the winners, UOP, and thank the other

, and Wendy rongradn
Brent ln., Pftsldent of Weudy's of tbe Pacific
f
1ltoee teanM, USC, UCLA, and NebrMka, or tbdr partidpBdon In tbe a.ic.
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The proposed legislation is cal
led Proposition 48; to the layman,
however, it is referred to as "No
Pass/No Play."
Most colleges now have set mini
mum admission requirements for
athletes. Athletes must now have at
least a 2.0 Grade Point Average in
12 "core" classes and a 750 SAT
score to be eligible for acceptance
to a school. If an athlete doesn't
meet these requirements, there are
several options: he can go to a
junior college and get his grades up
or attend a four year university and
forfeit a year eligibility . Accord-

ing to USA Today, over 35 percent
of this year's "blue chip" football
recruits are ineligible and will have
to sacrifice a year of their eligibili

ty.
In a recent issue of Sports
Illustrated, it was stated that one
out of every 5000 high school
football players will make the
pro's, the odds are worse for
basketball and baseball players.
With these kinds of odds, athletes
must be educated and it must start
in high school, not college, so they
won't end up as street sweepers.

SAME DA Y SERVICE ON
MOST PRESCRIPTIONS

•
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Th e other side of Elaina
experiences last summer were eye
opening. It was really great be
cause I was able to see what I need
to work on in order to compete on
that level." Oden spent last sum-

By Mic hell e M. Wil liam s

Gu

t Wnter

I

t has been my experience
that when a team works
together, they're usually unstop
pable! Pacific proved this idea as
they clinched their third con
secutive Wendy's Classic cham
pion hip last Sunday.
E pecially honored at last
weekend's Class ic was the tour
nament's most valuable player,
Elaina Oden. The sports-med
major became the third player in
Ttger history to be chosen Wendy's
MVP as a o;ophomore.
Determined and dangerous ,
Oden becomes domineering the
moment she steps onto the coun.
In this, her second year, at UOP
he leads the Tigers with 304 kills
and 35 block solo . Thus her
physical dominance alone is more
than enough to antagonize Pacific
opponents. But a few moments
alone with Oden, off the coun,
reveal the "other ide" of Elaina
Oden.
She laughs and admits, " I 'm a
little by, but I 've been getting out
of it lately." Shrugging her shoul
ders he asks, "Okay, what do you

want know?"
I had no questions about volley
ball . The statistics and awards
she's received . peak for them
selves. Her freshman season Oden
wa selected First Team All
American, Broderick Cup nomi
nee; named PCAA Player-Of-The
Year and Po t-Seaso n Tournament
MVP. She was an All-Tournament
pick at UCLA-NIVT, Wendy's
Classic, Nonhwest Regionals, and
the NCAA Final Four. She was
chosen 1985 UOP co-MVP with
Julie Maginot, former Wendy's
Classic MVP. Said Maginot ,
"Elaina has the potential to change
the pace of college volleyball. She
makes it look easy. She's a good
solid player. She's definitely going
to be mis�ed when she's gone, but .,
I'm ure that she has future goals
for the Olympics.''
�
"The Olympics? ! " , exclaims ci:
Oden. " I definitely want it . That's
been my goal since I wac; small . My

mer touring with the U.S. National
Team . Her t ravels i ncl uded
U.S.S . R . , and Czechosl ovakia.
But traveling and honors are not
new to Elaina, or to the Oden

O de n

ina's older
family. Kim ()d en, Ela
College
985
1
and
4
sister was 198
e-Y ear
-Th
-Of
yer
Pla
all
Vol leyb
T�a m
st
Fir
me
r-ti
fou
and
verUru
ford
All-American at Stan
"
1
ose,
c
very
are
I
and
sity. " Kim
says Elain a. "She comes do� n all
the time to visit . " The ststers,
however, found themselves on the
oppos ite sides of the net �ast �
cember in the NCAA Fmals m
Kalamazoo , Michigan when UOP
defeated Stanford 1 5-7, I S-7, 1 512 1 5- 1 3 becoming the current
defen ding natio nal cham pions .
Kim is currently trying out for the
U.S. Olympic Volleyball team . But
Kim and Elaina are not the only

I
athletic Odens.
Mike Oden is an incredible bas
ketball player and is currently a
senior at Irvine High Sch?<JI. The
t
Oden fami ly concludes wtth wha
some are predicting to be the
l
hottest Oden yet. High schoo
, is
6'2"
n,
Ode
rly
Beve
re
omo
soph
already bein g scou ted by man y
universities. When asked about the
possibility of Bev's coming to
_
Pacific Elaina sat back and srud,
think
I
but
tell,
to
early
" It's a little
she'll look at a bigger school like
Stanford or UCLA." Elaina smiles
and says calmly, "The kids and my
mom-we're a close family. "
From the looks o f the Lady
Tigers Last weekend, they too seem
to work as a family. " I feel like we
played together as a team. And I ' m
glad w e won. Our goal for the rest
of the season is just to beat
everybody. The next three weeks
are important. We're going to try
to beat everybody bad enough to
put fear in them. We want to win
in three (games) so they'll think
that they can't beat us."
In addition to Oden's academic
and athletic pursuits, she, along
with teammate Terri McGrath,
visited Franklin High School Tues
day with the Winners' Circle as a
motivational promotion, encour
aging students to stay in school.
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